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Summary 

The human cytomegalovirus (hCMV) is a common virus infecting individuals all over the world. 

People who suffer from a weak immune system are often affected by infection, which can lead to a 

wide variety of organ or systemic disorders and can also cause complications associated with the 

vascular system. 

Endothelial cells represent the inner line of blood and lymph vessel system and can be efficiently 

infected by hCMV. Infected endothelial cells show an impairment of cellular functionality and 

thereby destroy the integrity of the vascular system in vivo. In this study, a conditionally 

immortalized endothelial cell line (HuARLT) was used to investigate the cellular consequences 

upon hCMV-infection. For this purpose, an advanced 3D cell culture model consisting of uninfected 

and hCMV-infected cells was established to provide a more in vivo like experimental situation. 

In conventional 2D and in 3D culture conditions, uninfected HuARLT cells reflected normal 

endothelial specific features like migration, tube formation, aggregation and sprouting. On the 

contrary, HuARLT cells infected with hCMV showed a strong loss of endothelium characteristics. 

Infected cells were not able to migrate, proliferate and form tubular structures in 2D condition, as 

well spheroid formation was strongly diminished on 3D level. Interestingly, non-infected HuARLT 

cells in the infectious neighborhood did not show significant deregulation in 2D functionalities, but 

revealed an increased outgrowth upon co-cultivation with hCMV-infected cells into the 3D fibrin 

matrix. 

Molecular insights were gained from single cell transcriptome analysis (scRNA seq) of 3D co-

cultures of infected cells and non-infected cells. Infected HuARLT cells showed a strong decrease 

of different regulatory pathways like cellular division or innate immune response as well as specific 

pathways like angiogenesis and cell-cell adhesion. In contrast, non-infected HuARLT cells revealed 

the induction of endothelial cell specific gene regulatory pathways like vasculature development 

and angiogenesis. By this, the restrictions of gene expression in infected cells and the increase of 

specific gene expression in non-infected cells confirmed the previously observed outcome on the 

functional level. At the same time, an increased expression of downstream targets of type I 

interferon (ISGs) was observed. To investigate if the increased expression of endothelial cell 

specific genes was connected to type I interferon (IFN) signaling, a knockout of the type I IFN 

receptor was established by CRISPR/Cas9. Co-cultures of knockout cells with infected cells did not 

show an ISG induction which was presumably accompanied with an impaired expression level of 

endothelial specific markers. Indicating that the activation of IFN downstream signaling and 

subsequent induction of ISGs is associated with an enhancement of endothelial specific features, a 

continuous exposure to infected cells might trigger the specific cell features in non-infected cells. 

In this study, the scRNA seq suggests a pro-thrombotic phenotype that was observed within the 
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non-infected wildtype bystander population in the infectious milieu, but was absent in knockout 

bystander cells. This might imply that infection results in endothelial dysfunction which further 

contributes to vascular disorders.  

In the end, the study validated the in vitro 3D hCMV-infection model and suggests a so far unknown 

link between the interferon signaling and the increase of endothelial cell features. Additionally, the 

hCMV-infection model confirmed what was seen before on either functional level as well as in 

vivo. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Das humane Zytomegalievirus (hCMV) ist ein weit verbreitetes Virus das Menschen auf der ganzen 

Welt infiziert. Besonders Menschen mit einem geschwächten Immunsystem sind durch die 

Infektionen, die systemische Erkrankungen oder Organstörungen verursachen können, gefährdet. 

Diese Erkrankungen lösen oftmals Komplikationen aus die sich auf das vaskuläre System 

ausbreiten können. 

Endothelzellen bilden die innerste Schicht des Blut- und Lymphgefäßsystems und können effizient 

durch das hCMV infiziert werden. Infizierte Endothelzellen weisen Beeinträchtigungen der 

Zellfunktionen auf, welche die Integrität des vaskulären Systems im lebenden Organismus 

schädigen können. In dieser Studie wurde eine konditional immortalisierte Endothelzelllinie 

(HuARLT) verwendet um die zellulären Auswirkungen nach einer hCMV-Infektion zu 

untersuchen. Hierfür wurde ein 3D Zellkulturmodel, bestehend aus hCMV-infizierten und nicht-

infizierten Zellen, entwickelt, um die im lebenden Organismus ablaufende Infektion darzustellen. 

In standardisierten 2D und in 3D Kulturbedingungen spiegelten nicht-infizierte HuARLT-Zellen 

endothelspezifische Eigenschaften wie Migration, Ausbildung schlauchförmiger Strukturen oder 

das Aggregieren und Sprießen in matrixbasierten Systemen wieder. Hingegen zeigen hCMV-

infizierte HuARLT Zellen den Verlust dieser für das Endothel charakteristischen Eigenschaften. 

Infizierte Zellen sind nicht in der Lage zu migrieren, sich zu vermehren oder jegliche Zell-

Zellkontakte in 2D oder 3D Kultur auszubilden. Interessanterweise zeigten nicht-infizierte 

HuARLT Zellen in Kokultur mit infizierten Zellen im Vergleich zu Kontroll-Kokulturen ein 

verbessertes Sprießen in die 3D Fibrinmatrix. In 2D wurden jedoch keine signifikanten 

Veränderungen, wie beispielsweise Proliferation oder Migration, beobachtet. 

Durch Einzelzellsequenzierung konnten molekulare Einblicke der Zellen nach 3D Ko-kultivierung 

erlangt werden. Infizierte HuARLT Zellen zeigten massiv verringerte Ausübung regulatorischer 

Prozesse, wie die Zellteilung oder die angeborene Immunantwort, aber auch spezifischere Prozesse 

wie Angiogenese und der Zell-Zell-Adhäsion. Im Gegensatz dazu zeigten die nicht-infizierten 

Zellen in Ko-kultur eine Aktivierung endothelzellspezifischer Mechanismen wie die 

Gefäßsystementwicklung und Angiogenese. Die Einschränkungen der Genexpression in infizierten 

Zellen und die gesteigerte Expression spezifischer Gene in nicht-infizierten Zellen bestätigen somit 

die zuvor beobachteten Ergebnisse. Gleichzeitig stieg die Genexpression von Typ I Interferon (IFN) 

induzierten Genen (ISGs) an. Durch die Annahme das der Typ I IFN angeschaltete Signalweg und 

die resultierende ISG-Aktivierung zur Verbesserung der endothelialen Eigenschaften beiträgt, 

könnte man darauf schließen, dass die dauerhafte Exposition infizierter Zellen auf nicht-infizierte 

Zellen zur Steigerung der Endothelfunktion in Letzteren führt. Um zu überprüfen ob die gesteigerte 

Expression endothelspezifischer Gene mit dem IFN aktivierten Signaltransduktionsweg verknüpft 
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ist, wurde ein durch CRISPR/Cas9 vermittelter Knockout im Typ I IFN Rezeptor durchgeführt. In 

den Ko-kulturen der Knockout-Zellen mit infizierten Zellen wurde die ISG-Expression in den 

Knockout-Zellen nicht angeschaltet, was vermutlich der Grund für die geschwächte Expression 

endothelspezifischer Gene war. In dieser Studie wurde zusätzlich das verstärkte Exprimieren 

thromboseassoziierter Gene in nicht-infizierten Wildtyp-Nachbarzellen beobachtet, was jedoch in 

den Knockout-Zellen ausblieb. Dies könnte darauf hinweisen, dass eine erhöhte und dauerhafte 

Signaltransduktion durch Interferon zur Störung des Endothels führen und die Entwicklung von 

Gefäßerkrankungen fördern kann. 

Zusammenfassend wurde gezeigt, dass das 3D hCMV-Infektionsmodel validiert werden konnte und 

eine bis heute noch unbekannte Verbindung zwischen der Interferonsignalkaskade und der 

Endothelfunktionssteigerung besteht. Weiterhin konnte das hCMV-Infektionsmodel die 

Beobachtungen auf funktionaler Ebene als auch im Lebendmodel bestätigen. 
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1 Introduction 

Cells infected with the human Cytomegalovirus (hCMV) were first discovered in 1881 and reported 

in 1904 based on enlarged cells found in fetuses and infants. Due to the intracellular inclusions by 

hCMV the infected cells were inadvertently described as “protozoan like” [3, 4]. Later on, the 

inclusions were observed in cells infected with members from Herpesviridae. Thereby it was 

revealed that the cells might also be infected with another virus related to the Herpesviridae family 

[5, 6]. In the 1950s, the virus was first-time isolated from different research groups out of diverse 

patient tissues and were described later on by Weller as “cytomegalovirus” [7-10]. 

Early in time, it was clarified that hCMV is a ubiquitous pathogen with little dependency of socio-

economic conditions [11, 12]. It was observed that the virus was detected in various body fluids 

like urine, breast milk, or semen and thereby pose a high risk for perinatal or sexual transmission 

[12-17]. Additionally, studies revealed high potential of virus shedding via organ transplantation 

from seropositive donors to seronegative recipients [18-21]. By this, the virus provides a broad 

range of ways to infect the human body and more and more connections between the virus and its 

diseases were uncovered. In the course of time, it was shown that hCMV-infection occurs in 

subjects with an inadequate immune system to establish different clinical pictures and to this day, 

research still fights with the challenges of infection prevention and accurate therapeutic approaches. 

1.1 Biology of human Cytomegalovirus (hCMV) 

1.1.1 Virus composition 

The taxonomic classification of hCMV is based on the membership of the virus as a genus 

Cytomegalovirus within the subfamily Betaherpesviridae, which belongs to the Herpesviridae 

family [22]. 

Like other herpesviruses, hCMV particles are 150-200 nm in diameter. They consist of an 

icosahedral nucleocapsid surrounded by a proteinaceous tegument that is finally enclosed in a lipid 

bilayer which is equipped with a couple of surface glycoproteins. The nucleocapsid contains a linear 

double-stranded DNA genome of 236 kb and therefore hCMV has the largest DNA genome of all 

herpesviruses (Figure 1) [23]. Up to 750 open reading frames (ORFs) are supposed to be actively 

transcribed within a viral expression cascade including three categories of viral proteins depending 

on their timely expression: Immediate Early (IE), Early (E), and Late (L) [23, 24]. 

As known from other herpesvirus members, hCMV-infection will stay lifelong and is able to appear 

differently. Primary infection and thereby initial contact of the virus with the human body can 

happen via mucosal contact, parenteral (i.e. blood transfusion/organ transplant), transplacental or 

by breast milk, both perinatal and postnatal, as well as in a general sexually transmitted way by 
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cervical secretion or ejaculate [25]. As long as individuals infected with hCMV have an intact and 

strong immune system, infections are mostly asymptomatic or have an uncharacteristic, mild form. 

When immunocompromised persons become infected, the virus can easily propagate through the 

organism and cause systemic diseases. This can imply a high risk for the patients. Due to the ability 

of the virus entering and disseminating through a variety of different cell types, this might lead to 

several diseases like retinitis, hepatitis, encephalitis, or cardiovascular disorders [26-28]. Previous 

diseases or disabilities (i.e. HIV) might weaken the immune system. In this case, the virus can 

immediately (primary infection) cause a lytic infection in different cell types like epithelial cells, 

endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells, mesenchymal cells, hepatocytes, granulocytes and 

monocyte-derived macrophages [29-32]. Other cell types, originating from the myeloid lineage like 

CD34+ hematopoietic progenitor cells or undifferentiated CD14+ monocytes, are known to serve as 

reservoir for the non-replicating virus [33, 34]. This is described as latency, where the virus rests in 

the cells in absence of viral replication and transcription. The switch from a latent to a lytic infection 

phase is called reactivation. This can be induced by an immune suppression treatment, for instance 

in transplant patients, where the virus is able to overcome the weakened immune system from the 

host. Due to the asymptomatic infection in immunocompetent patients, there is a worldwide 

incidence, which grows with increasing age and local dependency. It is estimated that hCMV 

infestation in the elderly of industrial states is approximately between 40% and 70%, whereas in 

third world countries it is up to 100% [35]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1.2 Cellular tropism and virus entry 

A special characteristic of the Betaherpesviridae members is the strict host specificity, but a rather 

ubiquitous infection of any cell type in the host [29, 36]. By this, the virus is able to disseminate 

through different tissues and organs within the host and further spread via the blood or lymph vessel 

system. 

To infect cells, different factors are required. For hCMV-infection, the glycoprotein composition 

on the virus surface plays an essential role in virus entry. First, gB, one of the most important viral 

glycoproteins, mediates (together with gM/gN complexes) the tethering of virus particles to heparin 

Tegument 

Capsid 

Envelope 

dsDNA 

Surface Glycoproteins 

(gB, gN, gO, gH, gM, gL) 

 

Major structural components are assigned and indicated by black lines. (Created with BioRender.com). 

 

Major structural components are assigned and indicated by black lines. (Created with BioRender.com). 

Figure 1 Schematic depiction of a hCMV particle. 

 

Figure 2 Schematic depiction of a hCMV particle. 
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sulfate proteoglycans on the cell surface [37, 38]. Afterwards the gB protein interacts with different 

cellular receptors like integrins, epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), and platelet-derived 

growth factor receptor α (PDGFRα) to ensure an appropriate binding between virus and host cell 

[39-45]. A combination of glycoproteins gH/gL and gO forming the trimer complex (TC) gH/gL/gO 

is needed as a general entry complex of the virus to all cell types [46, 47]. Here a corresponding 

receptor on host cells like fibroblasts is PDGFRα. Additionally, the pentamer complex (PC), 

consists of the viral proteins UL128, UL130 and UL131 combined with gH/gL. For binding, the PC 

requires extra receptors like neuropilin2 (NRP2), which mediates the entry into endothelial or 

epithelial cells (Figure 2) [48]. Further interactions have been observed between either the TC with 

transforming growth factor beta receptor III (TGFßRIII) and neuroregulin2 (NRG2) or the PC with 

thrombomodulin (THBD), CD46, Fc fragment of IgA receptor (FCAR) and leucocyte 

immunoglobulin like receptor B3 (LILRB3), which underlines putative co-receptor functionality. 

An additional receptor for the PC might be also the olfactory receptor OR14I1 [30]. According to 

the different complex/receptor interactions, there are different ways how the virus can enter the host 

cell. By using the TC, phosphorylation of PDGFRα causes the direct fusion of both viral and cellular 

membranes leading to the immediate release of the virus nucleocapsids into cellular plasma [46, 

47]. The PC, on the other hand, induces an endosomal uptake upon binding of the complex to the 

receptor. This subsequently results in a pH-dependent membrane fusion and in nucleocapsid and 

tegument protein release [30, 49].  
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1.1.3 Viral life cycle 

Tegument proteins (UL48, UL47, UL69) act as transactivators of the viral gene expression, help 

the viral nucleocapsid to be carried along the microtubules (UL32/pp150) and release viral DNA 

into cellular nucleus. Lower (UL83/pp65) and upper (UL82/pp71) matrix proteins are major 

tegument phosphoproteins and activate the major immediate early promoter (MIEP) that initiates 

viral immediate early (IE) gene expression to start the viral gene expression cascade [50-52]. 

Additional functions of tegument proteins are modulation of cellular processes like cell cycle, 

protein synthesis or positive influence of viral DNA replication (UL99/pp28, UL69) [53]. Upon 

MIEP activation, transcription of the most critical gene regulators and transactivators, IE2 (UL122) 

and IE1 (UL123), is initiated [52, 54]. Here, IE2 is an indispensable gene product for an effective 

viral replication and expression of early and late genes, whereas IE1 particularly enhances IE2 

activity at low levels of infection and has further immunomodulatory functions [55, 56]. Moreover, 

the transcriptional activity of IE1/IE2 genes is influenced by a variety of enhancer elements 

upstream of MIEP [57, 58]. This includes cis-acting sites that bind cellular transcription factors like 

nuclear factor ‘kappa-light-chain-enhancer’ of activated B-cells (NF-κB), cAMP response element-

binding protein/activating transcription factors (CREB/ATF) or the transcription factor AP-1 [59]. 

After an effective start of the viral life cycle, tegument proteins and major immediate early (MIE) 

proteins interact together and dysregulate the cell cycle. Initially, cells which are arrested in cell 

cycle phase G0/G1 or which are terminally differentiated are infected. In progress of viral infection, 

a G1/S transition is aimed by proteins to optimize DNA synthesis [60].  

After strong induction of the IE gene expression cascade the early (E) gene expression track is 

activated [61]. In this infection phase, cellular processes are brought more and more under control. 

Certain viral proteins like vMIA (UL37 exon1) and vICA (UL36) start to block cellular apoptosis 

mechanisms and thereby cellular proteins are further provided for viral replication [62, 63]. 

Additionally, processes like cell cycle or immune response are tighter controlled. Early genes 

prepare an optimal condition for viral replication, considering genetic expression as well as DNA 

synthesis up to initiation of assembly steps. Viral DNA synthesis starts at the origin of lytic 

replication (oriLyt) [64]. For this purpose, genes that encode for functional proteins including the 

DNA polymerase (UL54) and its accessory factor (UL44), helicase-primase-complex (UL70, 

UL102, UL105), single-stranded DNA binding proteins (UL57), activators of the oriLyt promoter 

(UL84, IE2), and further auxiliary proteins (UL36-38, UL112-113, IRS1/TRS1) are transcribed 

Figure 2 Schematic model of virus entry into permissive target cells. 

 

Figure 4 Schematic model of virus entry into permissive target cells. 

Attachment of hCMV to various target cells (fibroblasts, endothelial/epithelial cells) requires different cellular receptor 

compositions. Fibroblasts are infected with hCMV upon interaction of the trimeric complex with PDGFRα and other 

receptors. In contrast, endothelial and epithelial cells additionally require a pentameric complex interacting with Neuropilin2. 

Modified scheme from [1]. (Created with BioRender.com). 

 

Figure 3 Schematic model of virus entry into permissive target cells.Attachment of hCMV to various target cells (fibroblasts, 

endothelial/epithelial cells) requires different cellular receptor compositions. Fibroblasts are infected with hCMV upon 

interaction of the trimeric complex with PDGFRα and other receptors. In contrast, endothelial and epithelial cells additionally 

require a pentameric complex interacting with Neuropilin2. Modified scheme from [1]. (Created with BioRender.com). 
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[65-68]. The rolling circle mechanism starts from oriLyt and is used to amplify several genomic 

copies of viral DNA [65]. Later on, these connected DNA copies (concatemeres) are cut by an 

enzymatic protein complex (UL51, UL52, UL56, UL77, UL89, UL93) and are packed into the de 

novo synthesized capsids. Most proteins that are generated as structural proteins, needed for capsid 

formation, packed as the tegument or used for envelope, are late expressed genes (L). The assembly 

of viral capsid components for precursor virions already starts in cellular nucleus, where tailored 

DNA is packed into capsids. The capsid mainly consists of MCP (UL86), TR1 (UL46), TR2 

(UL85), and SCP (UL48A) [69, 70]. The filled, but naked capsid is passed through the nuclear 

membrane and thereby undergoes first enveloping and de-enveloping processes to enter the cellular 

cytoplasm. Final tegumentation and envelopment are carried out in the cytosol of the infected cell. 

Here, the naked virus capsid is encapsulated in a Golgi-derived vesicle, which is internally lined 

with complete, through ER and Golgi compartments modified, surface glycoproteins [70-72]. With 

targeted movement to the cellular membrane, the mature virus particle is released by fusion of 

vesicle and cellular membrane [73]. The overall time of viral replication is about 72 hours (Figure 

3) [74]. All in all, the active replication describes the lytic infection phase where new virus particles 

are formed. Another stage of infection is called latency. During the latency, no active DNA 

replication or gene transcription is observed and the virus rests in the infected cell. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1.4 Latency reservoirs and reactivation of hCMV 

hCMV is a virus that is capable to infect a wide range of different cell types, which can be used by 

the virus to carry out different stages of infection (lytic or latent) [29]. Primary infection of hCMV 

often takes place in epithelial cells, as they appear to be the first barrier the virus has to overcome 

from the outside. Endothelial cells line the blood and lymph vessel system and thereby act as the 

Figure 3 Viral gene expression cascade.  

  

 

Figure 6 Viral gene expression cascade.  

  

Depicted scheme shows the induction of viral gene transcription in a time-dependent manner with temporal classification 

(left). Viral gene transcription interferes with cellular circuits assigned on the right. 

 

 

Figure 5 Viral gene expression cascade.  

Depicted scheme shows the induction of viral gene transcription in a time-dependent manner with temporal classification 

(left). Viral gene transcription interferes with cellular circuits assigned on the right. 
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first inner barrier. Once epithelial or endothelial cells are infected, the cells are able to keep the viral 

replication on a low-grade. Further, the cells enable to evade or prevent any recognition of the virus 

particles by the innate immune system. By infection of endothelial and epithelial cells, either 

shedding to other cells or the spreading from the body can be facilitated as well [2, 36]. As an 

example, hCMV-infected endothelial cells can attract other cells via increased surface expression 

of adhesion molecules, like undifferentiated monocytes from peripheral circulation, and infect them 

to shed the virus through the body. The mobile hCMV-infected monocytes are supposed to function 

as a carrier tool, which can travel to surrounding tissues that is normally also layered by endothelial 

cells [2, 75, 76]. Whilst migrating into new areas of tissue, undifferentiated infected monocytes now 

differentiate in tissue-specific macrophages, thereby reactivate, and actively replicate the virus [77, 

78]. It is on discussion if monocytes really reveal bona fide latent infection or if they are more in a 

“chronic” or delayed infection state, like it is assumed for endothelial and epithelial cells [79, 80]. 

Additionally, cells like fibroblasts or smooth muscle cells (SMCs) support different organ tissues 

enhancing structural stability and flexibility of the surrounding connective tissue and become 

infected as well. Within these cell populations, high productive viral replication and viral spreading 

are sustained. Through the active viral replication and release of infectious progenies (lytic 

infection) in fibroblasts or SMCs, the virus increases the chance to infect more monocytes and 

further reaches the bone marrow to infect CD34+ progenitor cells. Among other things, in these 

undifferentiated cells hCMV starts to establish and maintain the latency state, where the viral 

genome rest and do not longer produce new viral progenies for further dissemination. By the 

opportunity of the latency reservoir either, the virus is able to rest in CD34+ progenitor cells from 

bone marrow or in undifferentiated CD14+ monocytes until reactivation onset is initiated [33, 34, 

81]. 

Lytic infection, latency and reactivation are complex processes that are not fully understood yet. 

Various factors contribute to the mechanisms that regulate the different outcomes of infection, like 

the cell type that is infected. Latent infection is reported to occur in CD34+ progenitor cells and 

possibly in circulating CD14+ monocytes. However, the known latency reservoirs do not exclude 

that other potential sites for latency establishment exist. Further, cellular state, especially 

transcriptional activity, epigenetic modulation or immune responses play an important role and can 

modulate the expression of viral genes. Finally, other external factors like stress or UV light are 

able to interfere with the host homeostatic and thereby initiate reactivation. All these factors must 

be considered as contributors to the development of the lytic or the latent outcome of hCMV-

infection. 
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1.1.5 Host immune response induced by hCMV 

Regardless of primary infection, reactivation or latent infection state, due to the lifelong persistence 

of hCMV within the host body, the host immunity is always confronted to the intracellular viral 

particles. During evolution, multiple antiviral mechanisms developed to counteract the infection. 

Additionally, hCMV has evolved immune evasion and the escape from the cellular immune 

response as well. 

While hCMV particles start initial attaching and entry steps, intracellular signaling by receptor 

binding initiates the first defense mechanisms. One of the first signal transductions appear by 

recognition of gB or gH via Toll like receptor 2 (TLR2). This activation initiates NF-κB-signaling 

and the infected cell secretes pro-inflammatory cytokines [82, 83]. Interestingly, even this 

immediate early reaction by NF-κB and the associated downstream pathways is used by the virus 

to support its lytic infection. It is reported that in the early infection, NF-κB enrichment in infected 

cells bind to the NF-κB binding motifs of MIEP and subsequently activate viral gene transcription 

[84]. 

Besides the NF-κB-signaling other intrinsic pathways are activated as well. After virus entry, 

different viral structures like nucleic acids or tegument proteins are sensed by various cellular 

targets. Detection of the hCMV particle components is performed for instance by cGAS, TLR9, 

PKR or ZBP1 and further leads to activation of the huge orchestration of the interferon (IFN) 

signaling pathways [85-87]. All types of IFN (I-III) signal transduction lead to the activation of 

subsequent IFN responding elements and thereby influence the host immune response (reviewed in 

[88]). However, type I IFNs (α, β) and type III IFN (λ) are mainly involved in the activation for the 

antiviral defense [86, 89, 90]. Type I and type III IFNs are able to induce multiple intrinsic pathways 

by activation of similar JAK-STAT cascade and further transcription of so-called interferon-

stimulated genes (ISGs) [91-93]. Thereby, ISGs push the induction of a variety of subclasses of 

transcription factors, kinases, cytokines and more to operate antiviral, anti-proliferative and 

immune-modulatory to the infected as well as non-infected cells. However, viral proteins also 

interact with the cellular regime to inhibit more or less the antiviral response. The major tegument 

protein pp65 is immediately active against the cellular stimulator of interferon genes (STING) and 

is also reported to show interference with interferon regulatory factors 1 and 3 (IRF1, IRF3) or 

NF-κB [94-96]. Other viral proteins known to interact with host immune response during the early 

infection are pp71, UL23, UL26 or IE1 and IE2 [97, 98]. Additionally, IFN and the downstream 

signaling support the attraction of competent immune cells to strengthen the antiviral actions [86, 

99]. 

Further recognition of pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) by appropriate receptors 

from the cells are used to initiate the cell-mediated immune response. First, innate natural killer 

cells, dendritic cells or other phagocytic cells like macrophages are attracted. Later on, robust 
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adaptive CD4+ and CD8+ T cells as well as B cells are highly represented to fight against the virus 

[100, 101]. Here, the virus uses different mechanisms to reduce the recognition by the host immune 

system. Structural as well as non-structural proteins of the virus interfere with MHC class I and II 

to impair the antigen presentation. A prominent example is the viral homolog of interleukin 10 

(vIL10), which is strongly active in the inhibition of Th1 cytokines and thereby reduce the antigen 

presentation to CD4+ T cells [102]. 

Nevertheless, when the virus establishes latency in the cells, host immunity and immune evasion 

mechanisms are still active. One potent candidate that acts as an immunomodulatory regulator is 

the well-known US28. This is a typical viral gene expressed during latency and is actively 

interfering with NF-κB, where it is supposed to support the viral latency [103]. However, US28 is 

a very complex protein and acts and kind of adapts depending on the infection condition within the 

cell. This is evidenced by Boomker et al., where it was shown that in lytic infection environment 

US28 is supporting the viral replication [104]. Apart from NF-κB signaling, IFN response during 

latency is as well affected. The viral ORF94 for instance modulates IFN downstream signaling by 

blocking the oligoadenylate synthetase (OAS), another ISG that degrades cellular and/or viral RNA 

and thereby reduce gene expression [105]. 

These few examples indicate how complex the interplay between hCMV and their infected host cell 

is. 

1.1.6 Pathogenic consequences of hCMV-infection 

Many people who are seropositive for hCMV are able to control active virus infection by an intact 

immune system. However, hCMV is the most common and relevant virus in context of congenital 

infections [106]. Possible complications might be mental retardation, hearing loss or in worst case 

previously occurring miscarriage [107]. 

Another risk group concerned transplant patients. Here, the starting position from the status of 

donors and recipients play an important role. hCMV-infection most commonly occurs by transfer 

of the transplant object (blood, stem cells, organ) from seropositive donor to a seronegative recipient 

[108, 109]. In 78 % of the transplantations the virus was transmitted [110]. When the recipient is 

already seropositive, there is a risk of reactivation (~ 40 %) or even a reinfection with another 

hCMV-strain supplied by the donor [110, 111]. These are often consequences of 

immunosuppressive drug treatment, which is required before and after transplantation. Thus, 

immunosuppressive treatment is often combined with an antiviral treatment, e.g. with (val-) 

ganciclovir. This is required to prevent diseases after transplantation that can result in hepatitis, 

pneumonitis, or retinitis, to mention a few, otherwise there is a high risk of graft rejection or even 

death [26]. Despite the prevention of acute end-organ diseases by antiviral treatment, once the 

treatment has stopped, in some transplanted patients additionally late-onset diseases develop [112, 
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113]. Further, adoptive transfer of some immunity by seropositive donors cannot be excluded and 

were on discussion [114]. Other common groups that were affected by hCMV-infection are on the 

one hand AIDS-patients, which frequently develop retinitis. On other hand, healthy individuals who 

experienced traumas become vulnerable to virus onset [115, 116]. 

hCMV has to be considered as pathogen for the cardiovascular system too. Atherosclerosis (AS) 

for instance frequently leads to coronary heart diseases and ends in death. Reasons as causing factors 

are diabetes, smoking, high blood pressure and more [117-120]. However, 30 – 50 % of people 

diagnosed with atherosclerosis did not reveal any of the ’classic’ risk factors, highly indicate other 

unknown factors contributing to AS. 

In the 1980s, among other things, first association was given that hCMV antigens were detected at 

higher rate in AS lesions than in non-AS tissue and that the arterial wall might be a potential site 

for viral persistence [121, 122]. Over time, more and more studies revealed the association of hCMV 

with AS or ischemic heart diseases [123, 124]. It is claimed that upon inflammation caused by 

infection, hCMV-infected cells increase the expression of surface adhesion molecules to attract and 

bind immune cells, like monocytes or leukocytes, and support their transendothelial migration 

through the injured vascular endothelium. Moreover, infected cells are supposed to increase the 

expression of MHC class II molecules, which often leads to graft rejection after solid organ 

transplantation (reviewed in [125]). 

1.2 Endothelial cells as a target for hCMV-infection 

Circulating blood cells, like monocytes, where shown to be a target for hCMV-infection. However, 

viral DNA was detected in the endothelial layer of blood vessels as well [126]. Endothelial cells 

form the inner barrier of the blood and lymph vessels and thereby can be found everywhere in the 

human body. These cells show a certain heterogeneity depending on their location, which reflects 

the wide range of different functions they have. Major functions of these cells are maintaining and 

re-building the vascular integrity (i.e. by angiogenesis), releasing factors to regulate the blood 

pressure for the cardiovascular system, affecting the blood fluidity by interaction with coagulation 

processes and supporting the host immune system through intercellular communication for instance 

with neutrophils or macrophages [127]. 

In case of lytic hCMV-infection in a human body, the subsequent infection of endothelial cells may 

contribute to viral spreading. An example for this might be the immunosuppressive treatment of 

seropositive organ recipients. This is conducted to reduce the likelihood of organ rejection, but 

additionally can lead to virus reactivation. This enables the virus to overcome the weakened immune 

protection and starts lytic replication. The virus spreads from the latency site and pass through organ 

tissues or blood to enter adjacent tissues or the nutritive organ supply vessels. Within the blood 

vessels, the virus can either infect the cells circulating in the blood (i.e. monocytes) or spread 
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directly to neighbor endothelial cells (Figure 4a, b). By this, the virus is capable to enter and infect 

cells or tissues, far off the spot from initial outbreak and thereby realize a wide dissemination. When 

endothelial cells are infected, they secrete different factors like chemokines to attract blood cells 

and therefore push further viral spreading through neighboring tissue (Figure 4c). Active viral 

replication and accumulation of de novo produced virions end up in lysis of the infected cell. 

Consequently, the integrity of vascular layer is lost, which increases the permeability of the vessel 

and facilitates the migration of infected cells through it (Figure 4). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2.1 hCMV-infection in primary endothelial cells 

Due to improving knowledge of hCMV-infection and its progress, possible effects on vascular 

diseases become obvious. Scientists utilize endothelial cells as an infection target for the virus. 

Generally, infection models are based on primary endothelial cells like human umbilical vein 

endothelial cells (HUVECs), human lung-derived microvascular endothelial cells (HMVECs) or 

human pulmonary artery endothelial cells (HPAECs) [128-130]. However, the limited proliferative 

activity of the cells has often proven as a significant technical challenge. Additionally, donor 

dependent heterogeneities might influence virus-induced pathogenesis and thereby findings about 

viral pathobiology are not identically reproducible. 

1.2.2 HuARLT cells – conditionally immortalized human endothelial cells as a model system 

for herpes virus infection 

Because of the reasons mentioned before, immortalized endothelial cell lines are considered as an 

infection model for hCMV. These cell lines proliferate unlimitedly and reduce variations which 

might be implied by primary cells of different donors.  

A recently developed human endothelial cell line (HuARLT cells) was derived from HUVECs upon 

immortalization with a doxycycline dependent synthetic circuit, which controls expression of the 

immortalizing genes encoding for SV40 large T antigen (TAg) and the catalytic fragment of the 

Schematic picture shows different ways of how hCMV can penetrate through the endothelial cell layer of a blood vessel and 

thereby contribute to viral dissemination. Either infected blood cells can pass through endothelial cell layer (a) or the cell-

free virus particle by its own (b). Additionally, hCMV-infected endothelial cells can attract blood cells to use these cells as 

a carrier for viral spreading (c). Adapted from [2]. (Created with BioRender.com). 

 

Figure 7 Different mechanisms of viral spreading within a blood vessel.Schematic picture shows different ways of how 

hCMV can penetrate through the endothelial cell layer of a blood vessel and thereby contribute to viral dissemination. Either 

infected blood cells can pass through endothelial cell layer (a) or the cell-free virus particle by its own (b). Additionally, 

hCMV-infected endothelial cells can attract blood cells to use these cells as a carrier for viral spreading (c). Adapted from 

[2]. (Created with BioRender.com). 
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Figure 4 Different mechanisms of viral spreading within a blood vessel. 

 

Figure 8 Different mechanisms of viral spreading within a blood vessel. 
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human telomerase (hTert) [131, 132]. The inducible synthetic cassette is based on two major 

components, the Tet promoter and its reverse tetracycline transactivator rtTA. In presence of 

doxycycline the synthetic transactivator protein binds to the Tet promoter, a tetracycline derivative, 

and thereby induces gene expression. By doxycycline-dependent expression of the immortalizing 

genes, HuARLT cells are strictly growth controlled [132]. 

Comprehensive analysis confirmed that the recently established HuARLT cell line serves as a very 

good model system since it maintains a primary like endothelial cells phenotype in in vitro cultures. 

It was shown that HuARLT cells have a similar gene expression profile regarding specific 

endothelial markers like those that were detected in primary HUVECs. Furthermore, the functional 

properties of HuARLT cells were approved in in vitro culture like the uptake of macromolecules or 

the tube formation on matrigel matrix [131]. Additionally, in advanced 3D cell culture conditions 

3D cell aggregates are formed, called spheroids. As such, 3D spheroids mimic the multidimensional 

natural environment within a host. When spheroids are embedded in matrices, like matrigel or 

fibrin, endothelial features like sprouting can be monitored. Sprouting is one of the first steps of 

angiogenesis initiated by endothelial cells.  

Of note, spheroids of HuARLT cells were transplanted into immunodeficient mice and could 

successfully establish a functional human vessel network that anastomoses to the murine vascular 

system [131], opening the possibility to study human vessels in the body. Importantly, these cells 

were also instrumental to investigate latent infection of KSHV, another herpesvirus. Here, the 

HuARLT cells were latently infected with KSHV and the latently infected cells were used to 

identify and validate novel drug candidates against this tumor virus [133]. 

1.3 Model systems to investigate hCMV-infection 

To date, due to the species-specific host tropism, studies on virus infection in its natural host are 

limited. Therefore, it is aimed to mimic the natural environment in the model systems to deepen the 

knowledge about hCMV-infection. During the last decades, it was tried to create model systems 

especially with regard to latency establishment and reactivation mechanisms. 

First and easiest way for virus studies concerned the infection models of cell lines or primary cells 

in vitro. Here, in the course of time undifferentiated cells from myeloid lineage, like CD34+ 

hematopoietic cells (HPCs) or CD14+ monocytes are well established [42, 75, 134-136]. 

Cell lines are the common and first choice regarding in vitro culture systems. A cell line reflects a 

quite homogenous model system that provides high reproducibility for analysis. Thereby, it is more 

valid to compare the cell lines in different conditions to draw conclusions. 

Desirable systems to study hCMV-infection address in vivo like condition.  

So far, in vivo models that are used relate to the murine models. There are therefore two sites: on 

the one hand, there are studies rely on assessing murine CMV (mCMV)-infection in the mouse 
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model. Here, the virus can infect its natural host, which provides a great advantage. In fact, the 

human and mouse genome benefit from its high similarities, but the differences between mCMV 

and hCMV have to be considered. Discrepancies can be observed regarding the various virus strains 

of hCMV and mCMV, their behavior in context of immune responses and further adaptations in in 

vitro culture systems. An approved example for variations between the virus infections in their 

respective hosts is the detected latency of mCMV in murine sinusoidal (liver) or pertibular capillary 

(kidney) endothelial cells. Until now, this could not be confirmed or were less investigated for 

hCMV-infection in humans [137, 138]. An overview of pros and cons about mCMV infection in 

mouse models were updated by Fisher and Lloyd [139]. On the other hand, there is the use of 

humanized mouse models. Humanized mouse models include among other things the engineering 

in mice to express human gene products or the xenotransplantation of human cells, tissues or organs 

[140]. To study hCMV-infection in context of latency, the humanized mouse model includes mostly 

human cells that were either previously transplanted or simultaneously with the virus together. Here 

for instance, transplanted myeloid cells resulted in a successful latency establishment in in vivo 

environment [141, 142]. 

1.4 Aim of study 

The human cytomegalovirus (hCMV) is the leading cause of virus induced congenital 

complications. Due to its wide prevalence, it represents a health risk for individuals, which 

experience any kind of low immunity. In particular, for hCMV-infected patients a high risk exists 

after transplantations, where frequent viral reactivation contributes to graft rejection threats and 

long-term damages. As the inner line of organ tissues and vessels, endothelial cells have to be 

penetrated frequently by the virus to establish infection in the tissues. Moreover, hCMV is able to 

manipulate cellular processes of endothelial cells to improve viral replication and dissemination, 

which often leads to complications of the vascular system. Studies are predominantly focused on 

the infected cell population and the molecular mechanisms appearing in the infected cells upon 

infection. However, the impact of infected cells on the non-infected tissue and neighbor cells 

remains to be unclear. 

Here, a conditionally immortalized endothelial cell line was used to investigate how hCMV-infected 

cells change their non-infected neighbors by exposure to the infectious environment. The focus of 

the infection study here was mainly on a 3D in vitro culture of hCMV-infected and non-infected 

cells to mimic the situation in vivo. Functional features of infected and non-infected endothelial 

cells were evaluated in both 2D and 3D culture conditions. Furthermore, to characterize the 

consequences of hCMV-infection in a multicellular context, single cell RNA sequencing was 

performed. The experimental set up enabled to distinguish between different cell subsets like late 

infected, de novo infected and non-infected cells in the same condition and characterize these cell 
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subsets. The single cell sequencing analysis additionally provides unbiased insights on the 

transcriptomic changes. By this unbiased approach, the analysis should provide enhanced 

knowledge about the gene expression profiles of infected and non-infected endothelial cells within 

the 3D-culturing. 

In particular, this study aimed at analyzing the endothelial properties of non-infected neighbor cells 

in an advanced in vitro culture model and asked how the infectious condition might affect the 

physiology of the vascular system. 
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2 Materials & Methods 

2.1 Materials 

2.1.1 Cells/Viruses 

2.1.1.1 Cells 

HuARLT  conditionally immortalized endothelial cells (origin: HUVECs) [132] 

eBFP-HuARLT HuARLT cells, expressing enhanced blue fluorescence protein [143] 

NHDFs  primary normal human dermal fibroblasts; PromoCell 

FS4   primary human foreskin fibroblasts 4; PromoCell 

MRC-5 human lung fibroblast cell line 

HEK-293T human embryo kidney 293 cells, expressing SV40 large T antigen 

 

2.1.1.2 Viruses 

TB40/E UL122/123-mNeonGreen human Cytomegalovirus TB40/E strain, based on TB40/E-

BAC background [144]; GenBank accession number 

EF999921, expressing mNeonGreen (mNG) bright 

fluorescence protein, driven by endogenous hCMV major 

immediate early promoter [145] 

VSV-eGFP Vesicular Stomatitis Virus, expressing enhanced green 

fluorescence protein 

2.1.2 Media/Buffers/Solutions 

Media     Order information 

huVEC Medium   InSCREENeX; INS-ME-1011 

     nsECM     huVEC Medium without supplemental factors 

     sECM    huVEC Medium with supplemental factors (final 

concentration after adding to medium): FCS (0.02 ml/ml), 

endothelial cell growth supplement (0.004 ml/ml), EGF 

(0.1 ng/ml), bFGF (1 ng/ml), heparin (90 µg/ml), 

hydrocortisone (1 µg/ml) 

MEM-Eagle    Sigma-Aldrich; M5650-500ml 

Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium Gibco; 41966-029 500ml 

Opti-MEM I Reduced Serum Medium Gibco; 31985062 100ml 

Hanks’ Balanced Salt Solution  Gibco; 14025-050 500ml 
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Buffers/Solutions   Composition 

Agarose (0.5%)   Agarose LE 0.75 g, dH2O 150 ml, boiled 

FACS buffer (2%)   PBS 98 ml, FCS 2 ml 

Glutamine  L-Glutamine 29.24 g in 1 l dH2O, sterile filtrated 

Gelatin (0.5%)    Gelatin (2 %) 25 ml, PBS 75 ml 

HBS buffer (2x) NaCl 280 mM, HEPES 50 mM, Na2HPO4 1.5 mM, in H2O,     

pH 7.04 

Methylcellulose (2%)   Carboxyl methylcellulose 10 g in 1 l dH2O, autoclaved 

Mowiol (mounting medium) Mowiol 2.4 g, glycerin 6 g, dH2O 6 ml, Tris-HCl (0.2 M, 

pH 8.5) 12 ml 

Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)  NaCl 140 mM, KCl 27 mM, Na2HPO4 7,2 mM, pH 6.8-7.0, 

autoclaved 

Penicillin/Streptomycin Ampicillin 6.06 g, streptomycin 10 g, in 1 l dH2O, pH 7.2, 

     (Pen/Strep) (100x) sterile filtrated 

TrypanBlue working solution  TrypanBlue 1:5 in PBS diluted 

Trypsin/EDTA (TEP) (1x)  Trypsin/EDTA (10x) 1:10 diluted in dH2O, sterile filtrated 

Virus Stock Buffer (VSB) Tris 50 mM, KCl 12 mM, Na2EDTA 5 mM, in H2O, pH 7.8, 

autoclaved 

2.1.3 Equipment 

Equipment      Company 

Biological safety cabinet classII Maxisafe 2020 Thermo Scientific 

Centrifuges 

Megafuge 1.0R    Heraeus 

Multifuge XR FR    Thermo Scientific 

WX Sorvall Ultra 80    Thermo Scientific 

CO2 cell culture incubator    Labotect 

Flow cytometry machines 

 LSR-II SORP     Becton-Dickinson 

 FACSAria-IIu (cell sorter)   Becton-Dickinson 

Aria-II SORP (cell sorter)   Becton-Dickinson 

Fuchs-Rosenthal counting chamber   Brand 

GenePulser Xcell     BioRad 

Guava easyCyte     MerckMillipore 

Mechanical piece counter    IVO 
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Microscopes  

TMS Inverted Microscope   Nikon 

Axio Observer.A1 Inverted Phase  Zeiss 

   Contrast Fluorescence Microscope 

LSM980 Airyscan2     Zeiss 

   Confocal Microscope 

Pipetboy      Integra 

Pipettes      Gilson 

Scales 

 Universal     Sartorius 

 Analytic     Sartorius 

Water bath      LAUDA GFL Technology 

2.1.4 Consumables 

Consumables     Order information 

Cell culture multi dishes   Thermo Scientific 

     Nunclon Delta Surface 

Cell strainer EasyStrainer 40µm   Greiner bio-one; 542040  

Falcon tubes     Greiner bio-one; 188271, 227261 

Millex 33mm Durapore PVDF  Merck Millipore; SLVV033RS 

     0.1µm sterile filter 

Open-top polyallomer centrifuge tubes   Seton Scientific; 5052  

SafeSeal tubes     Sarstedt; 72.706.400, 72.695.400  

Serological pipettes    Starlab; E4860-0005, -0010 

StarGuard Protect Nitrile Gloves   Starlab 

Tips 

TipOne     Starlab; S1160-3700, S1111-0006/ -6001 

SafeSeal tips     Starlab; 692151, 692069, 692078 

2.1.5 Chemicals 

Chemicals     Order information 

Accutase     Sigma-Aldrich; A6964 

Agarose LE      Biozym; 840004 

Albumin from bovine serum (BSA) 

Ampicillin     Sigma-Aldrich; A9393 
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Aprotinin Protease Inhibitor   Thermo Scientific; 78432 

Carboxyl methylcellulose   Sigma-Aldrich; C9481 

Dimethyl Sulfoxide    Sigma-Aldrich; D2660-100ml 

Doxycycline hyclate    Biochemica; 24390-14-5 

Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS)   Sigma-Aldrich; F7524 

Fibrinogen     Merck Millipore; 341576-1GM 

Gelatin      Sigma-Aldrich; G1393-100ml 

L-Glutamin     Sigma-Aldrich; G8540 

Guava ViaCount    Luminex; 4000-0040 

Matrigel, growth factor reduced  Corning; 354263 

Mowiol 4-88     Carl Roth; 0713     

Nattokinase 100mg/2000FU   Vit4ever 

Plasmocin 

Puromycin dihydrochloride from  Sigma-Aldrich; P7255-1G 

     Streptomyces alboniger 

ROTI Histofix 4% 4% Formaldehyde  Carl Roth; P087.1 

Saponin Quillaja sp.    Sigma-Aldrich; S4521-25G 

Streptomycin     Serva; 35500.02 

Thrombin     Merck Millipore; 605190-1000U 

TritonX-100     Serva; 39795.02 

TrypanBlue     Sigma-Aldrich; T8154 

Trypsin/EDTA (0.5%/0.2%) (10x)  Merck Millipore; L2153 

2.1.6 Antibodies/Dyes 

Antibody/Dye     Order information 

Live/Dead Fixable Near-IR     Invitrogen; L10119 

     Dead Cell Stain Kit (633/635 nm) 

2.1.7 Plasmids 

Plasmid   Description      Number 

pGagpol* CMV promoter drives HIV gag-pol   4321 

pRSVrev*   RSV promoter drives rev gene    4319 

pVSVG*   VSVG gene      4320 

* helper plasmids were needed for production of lentiviruses 
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DHC003-hIFNAR1-sgRNA1 DHC003 backbone [146] with inserted sgRNA 4665 

(GCGGCTGCGGACAACACCCA) targeting the 

human interferon alpha receptor 1, 

 kindly provided by U. Rand, HZI 

pRRL.PPT.SF.F-EBFP2-F3.pre lentiviral vector (SFFV promoter drives ebfp2) 4578 

2.1.8 Software 

Program    manufacturer 

AxioVision    Carl Zeiss 

FlowJo (V10)    Treestar Inc 

Graphpad Prism (8.2.1.441)  Graphpad Software Inc 

ImageJ     Wayne Rasband (NIH) 

R/RStudio (4.0.2)   R core team/RStudio Inc 

BioRender    BioRender 

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Cell culture 

In this study, the conditionally immortalized human endothelial cell line HuARLT was used. 

Proliferation of these cells strictly depends on doxycycline treatment [132]. eBFP labeled HuARLT 

cells (eBFP-HuARLT) were obtained upon lentiviral infection of HuARLTs based on 

pRRL.PPT.SF.F-EBFP2-F3.pre. This recombinant virus was produced as described in 2.2.2. For 

infection, viral supernatant was mixed with media supplemented with polybrene 8 µg/ml. HuARLT 

cells were infected with an MOI of 0.015. 7 days post infection, eBFP expressing cells were sorted 

and expanded as a cell pool (eBFP-HuARLT). 

If not described else, HuARLT and eBFP-HuARLT cells were cultivated on culture dishes pre-

coated with 0.5 % gelatin in nutrient supplemented endothelial cell medium (sECM) complemented 

with 2 µg/ml doxycycline in a humidified normoxic atmosphere with 5 % CO2. For passaging, cells 

were split twice a week in a 1:4 ratio. 

Cell counting was performed either using a hemocytometer or the Guava analyzer. 

For counting with the hemacytometer, cell suspensions were diluted with TrypanBlue working 

solution in a 1:1 ratio (dilution factor of 2; DF) and the number of viable cells was determined by 

light microscopy. Average of counted cells of three to four one square millimeter areas from a 

Fuchs-Rosenthal counting chamber were used in subsequent formula to calculate the cell number 

per ml cell suspension. 
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𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑥 104  = 𝑎𝑣𝑔 # 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 𝑥 𝐷𝐹 𝑥 5000/𝑚𝑙 

 

For experimental assays containing multiple replicates, Guava analyzer was used for cell counting 

according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Here, cells were diluted 1:10 in Guava ViaCount staining 

solution, incubated at room temperature for 5 minutes, followed by further evaluation of cell 

viability and cell number on Guava analyzer. 

2.2.2 Lentivirus production 

HEK-293T cells were used at confluence of 60 - 70% at the day of transfection ones 10 cm dish. 

Chloroquine was added 1 hour before transfection with final concentration of 25 µM. For 

production, a calcium phosphate transfection was conducted with the following plasmids [147]: 

10 µg lentiviral vector pRRL.PPT.SF.F-EBFP2-F3.pre, 10 µg GagPol, 5 µg Rsv-Rev, and 3 µg 

VSV-G was prepared as transfection mixture and adjusted to final volume of 1.6 ml with sterile 

water. Then, 0.4 ml of 1.25 M calcium chloride (CaCl2) was added to plasmid mixture, incubated 

for 1 min and mixed with 2 ml of 2x HBS buffer in 1:1 ratio. This mixture was added to HEK-293T 

cells carefully and dropwise. After 6 hours of incubation, the medium was exchanged. The 

supernatant containing the recombinant lentiviral particles was harvested 48 hours post transfection. 

2.2.3 Flow cytometry and cell sorting 

Cell suspensions were prepared as described before in 2.2.1. After trypsinization, cells were 

resuspended in FACS buffer and analyzed with BD LSR-II SORP. Cell sorting was performed by 

the central sorting facility at HZI using either BD FACSAria-IIu or BD Aria-II SORP cell sorter. 

Data processing was performed with FlowJo v10 software. 

2.2.4 Migration assay 

2 - 2.5 x 105 or 8 – 10 x 105 HuARLT cells were seeded per well of a 24- or 48-well plate, 

respectively, to reach confluence within 24 - 48 hours. 

A scratch was performed on the confluent cell layer with the help of a 200 µl sterile tip. Medium 

was exchanged after scratch to remove detached cells. Immediately upon scratching the monitoring 

via Live Cell Imaging was started. Cells were monitored for 24 hours with serial imaging every 30 

minutes. Data were processed with ImageJ software. The repopulation of the scratched area with 

cells was quantified considering the differences of length measurement of the scratch width (l) with 

5 reading points per field of view (FOV) in average (Figure 5). Four different FOVs were used to 

calculate wound recovery as indicated with the following formula: 
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% 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 = 100 − (
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 𝑙2

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 𝑙1
) ∗ 100 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2.5 Matrigel tube formation 

Tube formation assays were performed following previously described protocols [148, 149] but 

scaled down to the 48-well plate format. In brief, plates were coated with Matrigel for 30 minutes 

in 37 °C. 6 x 104 cells were seeded in 150 µl onto the Matrigel surface. Tube formation of 

endothelial cells was analyzed 16 – 18 hours post seeding by microscopy. Data were processed with 

the angiogenesis analyzer plug-in based on ImageJ [150]. 

2.2.6 Spheroid production 

4000 HuARLT or eBFP-HuARLT cells were seeded per well of a 0.5 % agarose-coated 96-well 

plate and cultivated at 37 °C in a humidified normoxic atmosphere with 5 % CO2. After 72 hours, 

the formed cell aggregates (spheroids) were analyzed by microscopic inspection or collected and 

used for further experimental assays. 

2.2.7 Spheroid size determination 

Spheroids from HuARLT or eBFP-HuARLT cells were embedded in fibrin gels using an adjusted 

to a protocol based on [151]. In brief, 12 - 20 spheroids were mixed in Hanks’ Balanced Salt 

Solution supplemented with 0.25 % methylcellulose and aprotinin (final 0.4 mg/ml). This mix was 

complemented with 3 mg/ml fibrinogen and 1 U of thrombin. The mixture was immediately cast 

onto a well of 48-well format and allowed to solidify for at least 30 minutes at 37 °C in normoxic 

conditions. Afterwards, sECM supplemented with doxycycline was added on top of the fibrin 

matrix. During this time, cells start sprouting. Assessment of spheroid outgrowth was done from 

phase contrast microscopy images using ImageJ software. For this, the area covered by cell 

l
1
 

 

l
2
 

 

Distance measurement (l) of reading point at time point 0 hours (l1) and 12 hours (l2) post scratch was used for calculation of 

% recovery as indicated in a representative picture. 5 reading points per FOV were averaged and used as representative value 

per FOV. Scale bar 200 µm. 

 

Figure 9 Quantification of cell migration.Distance measurement (l) of reading point at time point 0 hours (l1) and 

12 hours (l2) post scratch was used for calculation of % recovery as indicated in a representative picture. 5 reading points per 

FOV were averaged and used as representative value per FOV. Scale bar 200 µm. 

Figure 5 Quantification of cell migration. 

 

Figure 10 Quantification of cell migration. 
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outgrowth was determined manually and normalized to the spheroid’s core body (growing index). 

For evaluation of fluorescence area measurement, additionally settings like enhanced contrast 0.7 

and MinError threshold were used and area was automatically measured (Figure 6). 

  

𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 − 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎

𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
 

 

 

 

 

       

 

 

 

  

Figure 6 Quantification of spheroid size based on fluorescence expression in 3D cultures in vitro.  

2.2.8 Spheroid isolation out of fibrin matrix 

The fibrin matrix was dissolved with nattokinase according to a previous protocol [152]. Briefly, 

the fibrin matrix was incubated with 200 µl of 50 fibrin degradation units (FU)/ml nattokinase 

dissolved in PBS containing 1 mM EDTA for at least 30 – 60 minutes in 37 °C. Floating spheroids 

were flushed with PBS and transferred to a tube for further analysis. 

2.2.9 Single cell isolation from 3D spheroid cultures  

The harvested spheroids were collected and precipitated by centrifugation (500 rpm for 5 minutes) 

and treated with about 30 µl accutase® solution per spheroid. The spheroids were gently shaken 

using a thermomix with ~ 350 – 400 rpm at 37 °C for 10 minutes followed by mechanical 

resuspension with a 200 µl pipette for at least 10 times. This procedure was repeated twice to obtain 

single cell suspensions from aggregates. Enzymatic activities were stopped by adding at least a 

three-fold volume of FACS buffer accutase®-cell suspension. Finally, cell suspensions were 

filtered through a 40 µm cell strainer to remove remaining cell aggregates. 

2.2.10 Single cell transcriptome analysis from 3D spheroids 

To ensure packaging of live cells, cell suspensions isolated from 3D spheroids were stained with 

200 µl live/dead dye (Invitrogen) diluted 1:1000 in PBS for 20 minutes on ice and subjected to 

sorting.   

core growing area                       total growing area 
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1000 live cells/µl were adjusted. Live cell numbers provided for sequencing are listed in Table 2 

and Table 6. All further processing and single cell RNA sequencing was performed at the central 

sequencing facility at HZI. This includes the following procedures:  

Single cells were partitioned into nanoliter-scale Gel Bead-In-Emulsions (GEMs). Chromium 

Single Cell 3´ reagent kit v3 was exploited for reverse transcription, cDNA amplification and library 

construction of the gene expression libraries following the manual instructions provided by 

10x Genomics. Library quantification was measured by Qubit (ThermoFisher) and quality was 

checked by fragment analyzer (Agilent). Sample sequencing was performed on NovaSeq6000 in 

paired-end mode with S1 flow cell mode (100 cycles). To process scRNA-seq the CellRanger v3.0.2 

(10x Genomics) was used. Reads were mapped to a combined reference of GRCh38 genome, 

TB40/E genome as well as auxiliary genes including eBFP, rtTA and SV40LT. Furthermore, the 

number of UMIs (unique molecular identifiers) for each gene in each cell was recorded. 

After importing scRNA-seq UMI count matrices to R software 4.0.2, analysis of data gene 

expression was conducted with R/Seurat package 4.0.0. 

For quality control, cells with enriched percentage of mitochondrial transcripts (percent.mt > 15) 

and low transcript quantity (nFeature_RNA < 2500) were excluded from subsequent analysis. 

Before analysis, data were normalized using SCTransform application [153]. For two-dimensional 

data visualization, Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) rested on the first 30 

dimensions of data reduction was considered. Further, cell clustering was performed by using the 

Louvain algorithm with a resolution of 0.2. 

Correlation of eBFP expressing (eBFPon) and non-expressing (eBFPoff) subset from d5_ctr sample 

were calculated by Pearson correlation coefficient (R2) (Figure 19B). 

2.2.11 Definition of specific gene lists used for transcriptome analysis 

For the definition of the endothelial cell specific markers, the CellMarker database (http://bio-

bigdata.hrbmu.edu.cn/CellMarker/) [154] was used. This database comprises annotations for cell 

markers based on collection of single-cell RNA sequencing studies, experimental researches and 

other resources. More than 467 cell types in 158 human tissues were considered for the human part 

in the database. Overall, the ‘Cell Search’ page was used with the following settings: tissue - all; 

cell type - endothelial cells (all). Hereby, not only vascular endothelial cells were regarded. 

Additionally, endothelial cells originated from lymphatic or tumor tissue were included as well. 

After this, 842 marker entries resulted from the broad search. Then, marker entries were checked 

for duplication and conformity in GeneSymbol and EntrezID’s. Thereby the list was scaled down 

to 809 entries and were additionally tested for multiple appearances, whereby only cell marker were 

considered that at least appeared in two or more supported sources. The final list comprises 120 

endothelial markers, of which 114 are detected in HuARLT cells. 
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Further, a specific list for interferon-stimulated genes (ISGs) were defined. For this, published data 

(S1 data) specific for human species from Shaw et al was used [155]. Here, only genes from Fig1A 

with Log2FC > 2,5 were considered. This resulted in a list of 266 genes in total. By checking this 

list for averaged expression for day 5 and day 10 control cells, only genes that were expressed with 

minimal level of 1 in day 10 control subset were used. Through this threshold, a list of 76 ISGs 

resulted and was conducted in subsequent analysis. 

Disease related gene sets considered for ‘cardiovascular disease’ and ‘intrinsic prothrombotic’ 

pathway were used from public database platform MSigDB (Molecular Signature Database) [156]. 

‘Cardiovascular disease’ genes source from C2: WikiPathways gene set 

‘WP_hypothesized_pathways_in_pathogenesis_of_cardiovascular_disease’ (systematic name: 

M39713, source: WP3668, platform: Human_NCBI_Gene_ID) and consists of 25 markers. 

‘Intrinsic prothrombotic’ pathway affiliates from C2: Biocarta gene set 

‘Biocarta_intrinsic_pathway’ (systematic name: M15997, platform: Human_Seq_Accession) and 

consists of 33 markers. 

Visualization of gene expression is performed via ‘heatmap3’ function and prior 

‘AverageExpression’ of the samples. Expression profile and gene order are specified and provided 

in the digital supplements to this thesis. 

2.2.12 Generation of IFNARko HuARLT cells by CRISPR/Cas9 

eBFP-HuARLT cells were transfected with DHC003-hIFNAR1-sgRNA1 plasmid (provided by 

Ulfert Rand, Helmholtz Centre for Infection Research). This plasmid encodes for Cas9 

endonuclease and eGFP, which are translated into two proteins upon ribosomal skipping of the 

peptide bond when reaching the 2A sequence. Expression of sgRNA1 and Cas9 initiates double 

strand breaks, which can lead to a frameshift mutation in exon 1 of the interferon alpha receptor 

chain 1 (IFNAR1). To induce a mutation, eBFP-HuARLT cells were adjusted to cell concentration 

of 1 x 106 cells per ml in OptiMEM. 400 µl of the cell suspension was transferred into a 0.4 cm gap 

cuvette, mixed with 8 µg DHC003-hIFNAR1-sgRNA1 and immediately electroporated. For this, 

BioRad GenePulser Xcell was used with a square wave protocol applying 1 pulse of 250 V for 

20 ms [157]. Right afterwards, cells were seeded onto a gelatin pre-coated well in standard sECM 

complemented with Doxycycline. 3 days post transfection, single eGFP positive cells were sorted 

and seeded on 96-wells.  

Clones were expanded individually and characterized as follows:  

First preselection was conducted for clones with normal growing behavior; clones which showed 

slower growth were excluded. Afterwards, selected clones were stimulated with human interferon ß 

(hIFN-ß) (0.5 ng/ml) for 24 hours. Subsequently, VSV-eGFP infection was performed with an 

MOI of 1 for 1 hour on pre-stimulated cells. IFNAR1 knockout clones showed a high rate of 
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infection with VSV-eGFP due to failed antiviral protection as a consequence of the missing 

stimulation of the IFN response cascade. A single eBFP expressing clone with unaltered 3D 

spheroid formation and sprouting ability (fibrin matrix) was selected for the scRNA sequencing 

experiment, further designated as IFNARko–HuARLT cells.  

2.2.13 hCMV-infection  

In this study, the hCMV TB40/E-UL122/123-mNeonGreen [145] reporter virus (kindly provided 

by Luka Čičin-Šain) was used for infection experiments. For infection, endothelial cells were 

seeded on 6-well plates with a density of 4 x 105 cells/well in sECM without doxycycline. Two days 

post seeding, cells were subjected to nsECM, without supplements, for starvation. hCMV-infection 

was performed with an MOI less than 1. Virus was diluted in nsECM and added to the wells, 

centrifuged two times at 835 g for 15 minutes at room temperature. After three hours of incubation 

in 37 °C, the inoculum was exchanged with sECM. Three days post infection cells were detached 

and provided for further analysis (Figure 7). 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2.14 Virus production 

For propagation of hCMV TB40/E-UL122/123-mNeonGreen, primary human fibroblasts (NHDFs, 

FS4) or fibroblast cell line (MRC-5) were used. Initial infection was done as described in 2.2.13. 

Briefly, 80 – 90 % confluent fibroblasts on a 6-well plate were starved for 24 hours with media 

without FCS. Virus was mixed in serum-free medium and added to the cells. The plates were 

centrifuged and incubated as indicated in chapter 2.2.13. Subsequently, the supernatant was 

replaced with FCS-containing fibroblast medium and cells were cultured and monitored daily. 

When the majority of cells (> 90 %) showed cytopathic effects (CPEs), the inoculum was collected 

and transferred to fibroblasts (4 x T75 flasks) for further expansion. Similarly, when CPE became 

visible, the supernatant was harvested and centrifuged for 45 minutes at 4000 rpm 4 °C to remove 

cell debris by utilizing Heraeus Megafuge 1.0R. For purification the supernatant was centrifuged at 

23000 rpm at 4 °C for 2 hours with WX Sorvall Ultra 80. The virus pellet was collected and 

resuspended in 600 µl virus stock buffer supplemented with 20 % FBS, aliquoted and stored at 

– 80 °C.

HuARLT cells 

- Dox 

hCMV-infection 

- Dox 

day 0 day 3 day 6 

Figure 7 Depicted scheme shows experimental setting of hCMV-infection. 
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3 Results 

3.1 The impact of hCMV-infection on endothelial cell functionality 

HuARLT cells were applied to investigate the cellular characteristics upon infection with hCMV 

and how the infection could affect the endothelial functionality in these immortalized cell line. 

3.1.1 Permissiveness of HuARLT cells for hCMV depends on the cell cycle state 

In these cells, the proliferation status can be controlled by doxycycline [132]. First, it was asked if 

hCMV is able to infect proliferating and non-proliferating HuARLT cells equally or if the virus 

preferentially infects one specific cell cycle condition. For this purpose, the infection efficiency was 

tested in HuARLT cells, which were cultured in presence and absence of doxycycline for three days 

to induce the proliferating (+Dox) and non-proliferating (-Dox) state, respectively. Cells were 

infected with the endotheliotropic hCMV reporter virus TB40/E-UL122/123-mNeonGreen 

(MOI=0.02) [144, 145], which encodes the mNeonGreen (mNG) fluorescent protein (Figure 8A). 

24, 48 and 72 hours after infection, cells were analyzed for green fluorescence by flow cytometry. 

Based on the percentage of mNG expressing cells the total number of infected cells was calculated. 

Notably, the infection was two and a half times more efficient in arrested cells than in proliferating 

cells (Figure 8B, C). This is in agreement with previous reports of the preferential hCMV-infection 

in G1 arrested primary cells [60].  
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3.1.2 hCMV-infection blocks the proliferation of HuARLT cells 

HuARLT cells do not proliferate in absence of doxycycline and resume proliferation when 

doxycycline is provided. This recapitulates what was described for conditionally immortalized 

fibroblasts before [158]. It was asked if HuARLT cells, that have been infected with hCMV in 

absence of doxycycline, would resume proliferation once they are exposed to doxycycline. Thus, 

HuARLT cells were cultured without doxycycline for three days and were either mock- or hCMV-

infected. Three days post infection, hCMV-infected and mock-infected cells were sorted. 4 x 103 

infected cells as well as control mock-infected cells were seeded and cultured in presence of 

doxycycline (Figure 9A). One, three and five days after seeding, the cells were counted. The results 

indicate increasing cell numbers in mock-infected cells, whereas the numbers of hCMV-infected 

HuARLT cells stayed constant (Figure 9B). This demonstrates that HuARLT cells infected with 

hCMV do not restart proliferation, even when the proliferation genes SV40 LTag and hTert are 

expressed.  
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Figure 8 hCMV-infection in proliferating (+Dox) and non-proliferating (-Dox) HuARLT cells.  

A 

HuARLT cells 
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day 0 day 3 
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(A) Representative microscopic pictures of non-proliferating (-Dox) and proliferating (+Dox) HuARLT cells upon infection 

with hCMV (mNG expressing) (MOI = 0.02). Photographs depict brightfield and fluorescence pictures of the same field of 

view. Scale bar 100µm. (B) Representative flow cytometry analysis for mNG expression in either uninfected control cells or 

hCMV-infected HuARLT cells cultured in presence or absence of doxycycline (+/-Dox). Cells were analyzed 24h post 

infection. (C) Graphic depiction of flow cytometry measurements of hCMV-infected cells based on 4 replicates. Total number 

of infected cells are shown in both conditions and indicates higher infection efficiency in non-proliferating (-Dox) cells. 
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3.1.3 hCMV-infection blocks the migration ability of HuARLT cells 

Migration is a very important feature of endothelial cell functionality and is part of angiogenesis, 

one of the main functions of endothelial cells. To assess whether hCMV-infected cells are able to 

migrate in a controlled manner, a wound healing assay was conducted. HuARLT cells were cultured 

without doxycycline for two days and either hCMV- or mock-infected. Control cells as well as 

hCMV-infected cells were sorted three days post infection. Subsequently, they were cultured in 

either absence or presence of doxycycline for two days. A tip scratch was performed to artificially 

introduce a gap in the cell layer. Subsequently, cells were monitored for 24 hours. For quantification 

of wound recovery the time points of 0 and 12 hours post scratch were considered. The migration 

capacity was evaluated based on the differences in scratch width with which the relative recovery 

was calculated (2.2.4). Non-infected control cells were able to migrate and restore the cell layer to 

a large extent and efficiently recovered the artificial wound. Interestingly, recovery was 

significantly improved in cultures supplemented with doxycycline, resulting in 80 % of recovery 

after 12 hours suggesting that proliferating cells indicated best wound recovery (Figure 10A). In 

contrast, however, hCMV-infected cells showed only 2-4 % repopulation of the injured area with 

no significant difference in presence or in absence of doxycycline treatment (Figure 10B). 

These data show that hCMV-infected HuARLT cells were drastically impaired in their migration 

ability and were not able to perform active migration to recover the damaged cell layer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 hCMV controls the proliferation state of HuARLT cells.  

(A) Experimental set up of proliferation assessment of mock- and hCMV-infected HuARLT cells. After sorting of hCMV-

infected cells, 4000 HuARLT cells were seeded onto 48 well plates and cell number was determined. (B) 3-4 replicates per 

condition were used and numbers of mock- or hCMV-infected HuARLT cells were counted upon cultivation with doxycyline 

for indicated days. 
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3.1.4 hCMV-infected cells are unable to form tubular structures in 2D 

In order to evaluate the ability of hCMV-infected cells to form vessel like structures a matrigel tube 

formation assay was applied. When seeded on matrigel, endothelial cells form tubule-like 

structures, which reflect the angiogenic activity of the cells [148, 149]. For this purpose, either 

infected or non-infected endothelial cells were seeded on matrigel-coated plates to reach 

subconfluence and incubated overnight. Non-infected HuARLT cells could efficiently form 

capillary-like structures in absence of doxycycline. hCMV-infected HuARLT cells (4 dpi) showed 

complete restriction in the formation of tubules and only individual, non-connected cells were found 

on matrigel-coated wells without any cellular connections (Figure 11). This demonstrates the 

incapability of cell-cell contact establishment upon infection with hCMV. 

Figure 10 Migration ability of non-infected and hCMV-infected HuARLT cells.  
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Capability of non-infected (A) or hCMV-infected (B) HuARLT cells to migrate upon a scratch stimulus. Representative images 

from time laps microscopy 0 and 12 hours post scratch from cells cultured in absence or presence of doxycyline (left panels). 

Quantification of the restoration of the cell layer was based on the relative scratch width as measured from time laps 

microscopic pictures at the respective time points (right panels). Five reading points per field of view (FOV) were averaged 

and four FOVs were considered for each condition. Scale bar 200 µm. Statistical significance is indicated by asterisks and was 

evaluated by unpaired t-test: ** p≤0.01. 
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Figure 11 hCMV-infection of HuARLT cells restricts tube formation in 2D matrigel assay.  

 

 

3.1.5 hCMV-infected cells are restricted in the formation of cell-cell contacts in 3D 

The formation of cell-cell contacts is an intrinsic feature of endothelial cells. To evaluate if infection 

affects the ability of endothelial cells to exhibit such interactions it was tested if they can form 3D 

cell aggregates, so called spheroids. To this end, infected HuARLT cells as well as control non-

infected cells were seeded on agarose-coated plates. Non-infected HuARLT cells were able to form 

compact cell aggregates (Figure 12, left). In contrast, hCMV-infected cells showed reduced ability 

to connect to each other (Figure 12, right). Rather, infected cells did not form compact cell 

aggregates, which demonstrates a loss of cell connectivity due to hCMV-infection. 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Representative images of spheroids formed by non-infected cells (left panel) and structures obtained from hCMV-infected 

HuARLT (right panel) (3dpi) when culturing cells on agarose-coated plates for three days. Initial cell seeding on day 0 

4000 cells. Scale bar 200 µm; all pictures represent the same magnification. 

3.1.6 Establishment of co-cultures of infected and non-infected HuARLT cells 

To investigate how infected cells affect the non-infected neighbour cells, co-cultures were 

established. To provide an environment reflecting the situation in infected tissues more closely, co-

cultures were created in the 3D spheroid condition. This should enhance the chance of endothelial 

Figure 12 3D structures of non-infected and hCMV-infected HuARLT cells.  

 

For tube formation assay 6 x 104 uninfected cells and 2,5 x 103 infected cells were seeded on matrigel-coated 48 wells and 96 

wells respectively. After incubation for 16 – 18 hours, microscopic pictures were recorded. Control non-infected HuARLT 

cells show tubule-like structures in matrigel assay (left panel). HuARLT cells infected with hCMV are not able to form 

capillary structures (right panels). Scale bar 200µm; all pictures represent the same magnification. 
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cells to carry out their natural functions and increase the opportunity for cell-cell connection and 

communication rather than in 2D cultures. For this, a co-culture was established comprising 

HuARLT cells infected with a hCMV strain expressing green fluorescence (mNG) as well as 

uninfected eBFP-tagged HuARLT cells (eBFP-HuARLT cells). Further, different ratios of hCMV-

infected (mNG positive) and non-infected eBFP-HuARLT cells (1:2, 1:3, 1:10) were used (Figure 

13). A very good spheroid is characterized by sharp delineation, a round shape of the aggregates 

analogous to a ball and the spheroid is not or little frayed. With an equal ratio of both cell 

subpopulations no formation of 3D cell aggregates was observed (Figure 13, upper panel). The best 

spheroids were formed with a ratio of 1:10 (Figure 13, lower panel). The ratio 1:3 showed efficient 

cell-cell connection and formed accurate 3D cell aggregates containing hCMV-infected as well as 

non-infected cells (Figure 13, middle panel).  

To ensure an adequate number of infected cells in the subsequent experiments, the ratio of 1:3 was 

used for 3D co-culture conditions (hCMV-infected : non-infected). 
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Figure 13 Establishment of co-culture of non-infected and hCMV-infected HuARLT cells in 3D.  

Indicated ratios of hCMV-infected : non-infected HuARLT cells were used for establishment of spheroids. Blue fluorescence 

reflects input of non-infected eBFP-HuARLT cells; green fluorescence indicates hCMV-infected HuARLT cells. Pictures were 

obtained three days after seeding. Representative images are depicted. Scale bar 200 µm. 
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3.1.7 Co-cultivation of hCMV-infected and non-infected results in an increased size of 3D 

spheroids    

To investigate the proliferation ability of cells in 3D constructs, HuARLT spheroids were embedded 

into a fibrin matrix to support and maintain 3D cell aggregates for long-term cultivation. The size 

and morphology of the spheroids were evaluated by microscopy. When 3D spheroids exclusively 

composed of non-infected HuARLT cells were embedded into a fibrin matrix, cells started to 

migrated into the fibrin gel and formed tubular structures, so called sprouts. In contrast, when non-

infected cells were co-cultured with hCMV-infected cells, an increased outgrowth of spheroids was 

observed (Figure 14A, lower panel). Overall, in both conditions this growing area might consist of 

mixture of proliferating, migrating or sprouting cells. 

To quantify the difference in the spheroid size, the additional outgrowing area covered by eBFP-

HuARLT cells was measured and related to the core area of same spheroids. A growing index was 

determined for the indicated days and as described in chapter 2.2.7.  

An increased size of the spheroids could be observed within co-cultures of hCMV-infected and non-

infected cells compared to pure non-infected HuARLT cells (Figure 14).  
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For deeper analysis, it was evaluated if the increased size was contributed by both non-infected cells 

and infected cells or if there was any preference. Fluorescence pictures were evaluated to distinguish 

between non-infected HuARLT cells (eBFP expression) and hCMV-infected HuARLT cells (mNG 

expression). By evaluation of blue and green fluorescence, it became clear that the sprouting area 

was mainly based on non-infected eBFP-HuARLT cells. In contrast, the area of green fluorescence 

reflecting the hCMV-infected population was restricted to the center of the spheroid, with only few 

green cells invading the fibrin gel (Figure 15A). Moreover, the overall size of the green area was 

slightly decreased on day three (Figure 15B). This might be due to the progression of hCMV-

infection and possible start of cell lysis. 

Notably, non-infected cells seemed to grow faster in infectious environment than it was visible in 

non-infected control co-cultures. This might indicate the presence of a proliferation promoting 

factor secreted by the infected cells. 
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 Figure 15 Sprouting area of individual cell subsets in hCMV-infected co-cultivation.  

(A) Representative images for analysis of the sprouting area of non-infected (eBFP expression) and hCMV-infected (mNG 

expression) HuARLT cells. Scale bar 200 µm. (B) Quantification of the relative sprouting area based on growing index 

calculation of four replicates each. Fluorescence area measurement was performed by adjusted settings of enhanced contrast 

0.7 and a MinError threshold in ImageJ software. Statistical significance is indicated by asterisks: * p≤0.05, ** p≤0.01, 

*** p≤0.001. 

(A) Representative images of spheroids derived of non-infected eBFP-HuARLT cells (upper panel) or of non-infected eBFP-

HuARLT cells and hCMV-infected HuARLT cells in a ratio of 1:3 (lower panel). Scale bar 200 µm. (B) Quantification of 

co-culture spheroid size (≥ 3 spheroids per condition) by calculation of the growing index. Growing index is the ratio from 

the difference of (total growing area - core growing area) divided by the core growing area. Statistical significance is indicated 

by asterisks and was evaluated by unpaired t-test: ** p≤0.005, *** p≤0.001. 

Figure 14 Size determination of HuARLT cell spheroids in mono-cultures and in co-cultures together with hCMV-infected 

cells. 
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3.2 Transcriptomic footprint of hCMV-infected and non-infected HuARLT cells in 

3D spheroids 

In this study, transcriptome analysis was used to evaluate the consequences of co-cultured hCMV-

infected endothelial cells with uninfected endothelial cells. To elucidate the cell specific 

transcriptome within these co-cultures single cell RNA sequencing (scRNA seq) analysis was 

performed.  

3.2.1 3D co-cultures for scRNA sequencing analysis 

For co-cultures, uninfected eBFP-HuARLT (eBFP expressing) cells were mixed with mock- 

(control) or hCMV-infected (mNG expressing) cells in a ratio of 3:1 and were seeded on agarose to 

form spheroids like described before (chapter 3.1.7). After three days of culture, Spheroids were 

embedded in fibrin matrix and cultivated for up to additional seven days in presence of doxycycline, 

overall resulting in up to ten days of 3D cultivation. For the scRNA seq analysis, five spheroid co-

cultures were established: co-cultures of infected and non-infected cells (three time points) as well 

as co-cultures of non-infected controls (two time points). 

Cells were isolated on day 5 and 10 of control cultures and expected the outcome of non-infected 

eBFPon and eBFPoff cells (reflecting input eBFP-HuARLT and HuARLT cells) (Figure 16A). 

Cells of infection cultures were isolated on day 5, day 8 and day 10 and expected the outcome of 

individual cell subsets for eBFPon (reflecting input non-infected cells, eBFP-HuARLT) and mNG 

expressing (representing input infected cells that were added in the beginning, hCMV-HuARLT). 

It was expected that – apart from the input cells – also newly infected cells in hCMV co-cultures 

would emerge, that would be characterized by both blue and green fluorescence. These cells will 

be referred as de novo infected HuARLT cells (Figure 16B). The experimental setup scheme is 

depicted below and indicates both control and hCMV co-cultures (Figure 16). Control samples are 

designated as d5_ctr and d10_ctr and hCMV co-culture samples are designated as d5_hCMV, 

d8_hCMV and d10_hCMV in the following. 
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Figure 16 Experimental setting of spheroid formation and co-cultivation. 
Spheroids were generated of (A) non-infected HuARLT and eBFP-HuARLT (eBFP positive) cells or (B) hCMV-infected 

HuARLT (mNG positive) (3dpi) and eBFP-HuARLT (eBFP positive) cells in a ratio of 1:3 and cultured on agarose. On day 

three, aggregates were embedded in fibrin matrix for 3D cultivation in presence of doxycycline. Spheroids were isolated five, 

eight or ten days and dissociated to gain single cells. In this setting, different cell subsets were expected: In (A): eBFP-

expressing and non-expressing cells and (B) eBFPon, mNG expressing cells and emerging eBFP /mNG expressing cells 

reflecting de novo infection (more information about fluorescence signal detection in Figure ). Two timepoints of control setting 

were harvested at day 5 (d5_ctr) and day 10 (d10_ctr) (A) and three timepoints for hCMV-co-cultures at day 5 (d5_hCMV), 

day 8 (d8_hCMV) and day 10 (d10_hCMV) (B). (Created with BioRender.com). 

eBFP – enhanced Blue Fluorescence Protein, mNG – monomeric Neon Green 
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To characterize the cells isolated from the 3D clusters, flow cytometry was performed. Dead cells 

were excluded by fluorescence associated cell sorting (FACS) to ensure the sequencing of live cells 

only. Individual cell subsets were sorted according to the fluorescence. Control samples were sorted 

for non-infected eBFPon and eBFPoff cells (Figure 17A). hCMV co-culture samples were sorted 

for eBFPon, mNG expressing and double eBFP and mNG expressing cells (Figure 17B). Sorting 

strategy for single cell isolation is depicted in the Figure 17. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The flow cytometry analysis revealed that during co-culture, the frequency of the individual cell 

populations changed. This is summarized by Table 1. While the frequency of de novo infected 

HuARLT cells was only 1.4 % on day 5, it increased up to 22.2 % on day 10. At the same time, 

eBFPon HuARLT and hCMV-HuARLT cells decreased in frequencies upon extended cultivation 

(Table 1). The reduction of hCMV-HuARLT cells is probably the result of cell lysis which occurs 

in advanced hCMV-infection or the ongoing proliferation of non-infected cells. 
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Representative flow cytometry analysis of (A) control co-culture samples consisting of HuARLT and eBFP-HuARLT cells or 

(B) co-cultures of hCMV-HuARLT cells with eBFP-HuARLT cells. Single cell suspensions were stained with Live/Dead dye 

(Cy7) and sorted to exclude dead cells at day 10. Same sorting strategy was used for day 5 and day 8 samples. Note that an 

additional population of mNG and eBFP positive cells emerges, so called de novo infected HuARLT cells. Non-fluorescent 

cells (no eBFP, no mNG) in hCMV-condition were excluded from further analysis. The gates used for sorting the respective 

populations are indicated.  

 

Figure 17 Sorting strategy of single cells used in transcriptomic analysis. 
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To balance the numbers of the individual subsets for sequencing, infected, non-infected and de novo 

infected cells of each sample were re-mixed in adjusted ratios. Table 2 shows the adjusted cell 

numbers in the five samples subjected to single cell sequencing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.2 scRNA sequencing of the 3D co-cultures 

For scRNA seq, cells were individually captured in gel beads (GEMs, Gel Beads-in-emulsion). 

Within each bead, cells were lysed, and the cellular transcripts were labeled with a cell/bead specific 

barcode and with unique molecular identifiers (UMIs). Afterwards, the RNA was reverse 

transcribed into cDNA, amplified and sequenced by the sequencing facility of the HZI. Further 

Cell subsets that were yielded upon sorting in particular samples. Control samples (d5_ctr, d10_ctr) showed composition of 

only HuARLT and eBFPon HuARLT cells. hCMV samples (d5_hCMV, d8_hCMV, d10_hCMV) showed the occurrence of 

all four cell subsets. 

Table 2 Input of cell subsets provided for single cell sequencing in respective samples. 

Cell subsets that were provided for transcriptomic analysis. First row per sample showed the absolute number of a cell subset 

and second row indicated the adjusted percentage ratio for respective samples provided for following sequencing analysis.  
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10 000 
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700 

 5 % 

2 300 

  18 % 

9 100 
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650 

 5 % 

3 250 

 25 % 

Table 1 Ratio of cell subsets after sorting spheroid cultures. 
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information about quality control and subsequent bioinformatic processing steps are provided in the 

methods (chapter 2.2.10). 

To gain an overview of cell transcriptomes all over the samples, an automatic clustering via Seurat 

was used. Clustering included the five samples: d5_ctr and d10_ctr (control samples) as well as 

d5_hCMV, d8_hCMV and d10_hCMV (hCMV co-cultivation samples). The automated calculation 

was based on Louvain algorithm and considered the combined reference genes composed of human, 

viral and auxiliary genes (chapter 2.2.10). In Figure 18, every single cell is represented by a single 

dot in the plot visualization. Local distances indicated by the single cell populations reflect gene 

expression variation. The analysis resulted in nine clusters (0 to 8). Each cluster describes similar 

feature expression pattern for the cells included in this particular cluster. Notably, one out of these 

nine clusters, cluster 4, only appeared within d5_hCMV, d8_hCMV and d10_hCMV samples while 

it was absent in control samples. Another cell cluster, cluster 1, was mainly present at late time 

points and was absent in day 5 samples (Figure 18). 

            

Figure 18 Seurat cluster overview of scRNAseq analysis of 3D spheroid cultures. 

3.2.3 eBFP expressing and non-expressing control cells show comparable expression profiles 

First, it was evaluated how comparable the expression profiles of the control cells (eBFP expressing 

HuARLT cells: eBFPon, and non-labeled HuARLT cells: eBFPoff) were. eBPP-HuARLT cells 

were generated from HuARLT by lentiviral tagging [143], thus it was expected that the 

Based on the scRNAseq data, Louvain algorithm calculation was performed using the Seurat software. Nine clusters were 

identified in control (d5_ctr, d10_ctr) as well as in hCMV samples (d5_hCMV, d8_hCMV, d10_hCMV). The five samples 

used for this analysis are specified in Table 2. Control cells include non-infected eBFPon HuARLT and parental HuARLT cell 

subsets. hCMV samples include non-infected eBFPon HuARLT, de novo infected HuARLT and hCMV-HuARLT cell subsets 

as described in sorting strategy Figure 17. 
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transcriptome is largely comparable. To compare the two populations, the d5_ctr and d10_ctr cells 

were clustered based on the presence/absence of eBFP transcripts.  

As an initial analysis tool, the 2-dimension reduction (Uniform Manifold Approximation and 

Projection, UMAP) was used to summarize the high dimension sequencing data and to interpret the 

relation of every single cell to each other. The plot in Figure 19A revealed that both cell subsets 

(eBFPon and eBFPoff) showed a roughly similar distribution at day 5 (d5_ctr), whereas some minor 

deviations were observed at day 10 (d10_ctr). Interestingly, Figure 19A indicates a shift of single 

cells during cultivation for both, eBFPon and eBFPoff cells. This might suggest that prolonged 3D 

culture affects the transcriptome in both cell types in a similar manner.  

A direct comparison of the average expression of all detected genes in eBFPon and eBFPoff cells 

on day 5 was conducted to figure out how close the two cell populations were. Figure 19B shows 

that the expression of individual genes correlated strongly in both cell populations. Only eBFP was 

found to be significantly deregulated, while all other genes were expressed to similar levels in the 

two subsets, with high statistical significance (Figure 19B). 

Together, the similarity between the two, eBFPon and eBFPoff subsets, indicates that eBFPon and 

eBFPoff control cells show comparable gene expression profiles.  
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Figure 19 Comparison of overall expression levels in eBFP expressing and parental HuARLT cells.  

3.2.3.1 Endothelial functions of cells changed upon 3D cultivation  

Figure 19A suggested some differences in gene expression of d5_ctr versus d10_ctr cells. A more 

detailed analysis was performed to elucidate the culture dependent changes in control cells. 
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(A) Gene expression of eBFP expressing (eBFPon) and non-expressing (eBFPoff) control cells in d5_ctr and d10_ctr samples 

is depicted in a 2D dimension reduction plot by using Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP). Every single 

dot indicates a single cell. In total, for d5_ctr 2354 (eBFPon: 1836, eBFPoff: 518) and for d10_ctr 2454 (eBFPon: 1436, 

eBFPoff: 1018) cells were included. d5_ctr cells are depicted on the left and d10_ctr on the – right. Additionally, eBFPon and 

eBFoff cells are displayed separately in blue and red, respectively. (B) eBFPon and eBFPoff cells from d5_ctr samples were 

compared by using averaged gene expression within particular cell subsets. The expression level of each gene in the respective 

population is depicted. Genes with increased log2fold change (> 0.5) are highlighted, only eBFP showed up. The coefficient 

of determination R2 confirmed high correlation of the two subpopulations.  

 .  
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A Vulcanoplot was created to highlight the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) on an average 

gene expression level. More than 513 genes were found to be significantly deregulated in day 10 

versus day 5 cultures. Interestingly, the majority of significant DEGs were upregulated upon 

extended cell cultivation (Figure 20A). 

The nature of deregulated genes might give hints to the underlying pathways. To give an overview 

of the deregulated genes and their annotated functional processes, a Gene Set Enrichment Analysis 

(GSEA) was performed which allows to identify enriched biological processes (BPs). A benefit of 

this analysis tool is that all detected genes are considered as a contributor to process annotation, no 

matter if significantly changed or not. For this analysis, all genes detected within the comparative 

analysis of d10_ctr and d5_ctr cells were considered. Auxiliary genes, like eBFP or SV40LT, were 

excluded from any Vulcanoplots and GSEAs. 

In Figure 20B, the identified top 20 enriched BPs (annotations based on the Gene Ontology (GO) 

database) are ranked according to the GeneRatio. GeneRatio indicates the percentage of the total 

genes in a given GO term. To assess up- or downregulated BPs the normalized enrichment score 

(NES) was determined. The NES summarizes the genes that contribute to particular BPs and 

indicates up- or downregulation by positive or negative scores. All enriched BPs ranked in Figure 

20B were upregulated (positive NES). Interestingly, several BPs related to endothelial functions 

were found to be changed during extended 3D cultivation and were referred as ‘Vasculature 

Development’ pathways. This suggests a modulation of endothelial properties in cells between 

day 5 and day 10 of 3D cultivation and might reflect an improved pro-angiogenic phenotype. 

Besides this, the remaining pathways were found that fall into the category of ‘Cytokine Signaling 

and Defense Response’ pathways. Surprisingly, the top enriched BP was ‘type I interferon signaling 

pathway’. The emergence of pathways related to type I IFN signaling was unexpected in the control 

samples, i.e. in absence of infection. It might suggest that the IFN signaling pathway was activated 

upon prolonged cultivation in 3D.  
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One explanation for the activation of the IFN signaling pathway could be that the extended culture 

in 3D spheroids might be associated to release of cellular nucleic acids from dying cells that could 

be a trigger of the IFN response pathway. This could have been a consequence of limited supply of 

Figure 20 Comparative analysis of control cells during 3D cultivation reveals deregulation of biological processes. 
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(A) Vulcanoplot analysis shows significant (red) and non-significant (blue, green or grey) DEGs when comparing control cells 

from day 10 (d10_ctr) to control cells from day 5 (d5_ctr) (as depicted in Figure 18). Changes are considered to be significant 

with adjusted p-values below 10
-6

 and log2 fold changes ≥ 0.5 or ≤ -0.5. (B) A Dotplot summarizes detected genes from the 

Vulcanoplot analysis and their Biological Process annotations regarding the Gene Ontology database. ‘GeneRatio’ indicated 

the percentage of total gene number in given GO term. Dot size referred as ‘count’ reflected number of genes being enriched 

in GO term. NES indicates up- (yellow) or downregulated (blue) BPs. Colored background allocates the top 20 ranked BPs to 

the manually generated categories.  
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oxygen and nutrients, which might occur in particular in the inner cell mass of the spheroids. Thus, 

in the day 10 spheroid cultures cells might have been already exposed to factors from neighboring 

apoptotic cells. While dead cells were excluded from scRNA sequencing by sorting, cells that 

already entered a pre-apoptotic state but still maintained membrane integrity were probably 

included in the transcriptomic analysis. Based on these considerations, the expression of apoptotic 

genes was investigated. Notably, in d10_ctr samples the expression of apoptotic genes was found 

to be increased if compared to d5_ctr samples (data not shown). This might support the hypothesis 

that an increasing fraction of dying cells upon extended 3D cultivation resulted in the release of 

factors inducing IFN signaling in surrounding cells. 

3.2.4 3D co-cultivation of non-infected and hCMV-infected endothelial cells 

After characterization of non-infected control samples, in the following chapters focus on the 

transcription profiles of the d5_hCMV, d8_hCMV and d10_hCMV samples, in which hCMV-

infected HuARLT cells were co-cultured together with non-infected eBFP-HuARLT cells. D5_ctr 

and d10_ctr were included as controls. To identify the hCMV-infected cells, the hCMV specific 

transcripts were assessed in the five samples and related to the total transcripts in each cell, based 

on the cluster analysis in Figure 18. Hereby, a strong accumulation of the various viral transcripts 

became visible in cluster 4 while it was barely detectable in all other clusters (Figure 21). This 

specific hCMV-cluster assignment is in agreement with Figure 18, where cluster 4 only appeared 

in hCMV-co-culture samples. 
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As indicated by Figure 21, the percentage of viral transcripts varied in individual cells. For the 

following analysis, the infected cells were defined. hCMV-infected cells, indicated as ‘virus.pos’, 

are cells with > 0.5 % viral transcripts per cell transcriptome. Cells without any viral transcript 

(= 0 %) are referred as non-infected and are designated as ‘virus.neg’ cells. Apart from this, also 

cells with very few viral transcripts (> 0 % and < 0.5 %) were identified and designated as the 

intermediate cell subset (‘virus.inter’). The ‘virus.inter’ population might indicate a very early stage 

of infection, when first viral transcripts emerge but cells not yet responded to infection. 

Accordingly, the ‘virus.inter’ cells were evaluated separately in the following analysis. 

3.2.4.1 hCMV-infection affected cellular gene expression  

The virus-infected cells (‘virus.pos’) are composed of a. the input hCMV-HuARLT cells, which 

were initially included in the spheroid cultures, as well as b. de novo infected HuARLT cells, which 

appeared during the cultivation. These cells can be differentiated by the presence or absence of 

eBFP transcripts: the numbers of input hCMV-HuARLT cells (eBFPoff) and the emerging de novo 

infected HuARLT cells (eBFPon) detected in the respective samples are indicated in Table 3. 

According to the observed loss of hCMV-HuARLT cells (Table 1) the input hCMV-HuARLT cell 

population decreased over time. In contrast, the de novo infected HuARLT subset enlarged during 

co-cultivation. 

 

Table 3 Number of ‘virus.pos’ cells in the individual samples. 

samples de novo infected HuARLT 

(eBFPon)  

hCMV-HuARLT 

(eBFPoff) 

d5_hCMV                             38 190 

d8_hCMV                 297 83 

d10_hCMV                            262 88 

Impaired cellular gene expression in hCMV-HuARLT cells 

To investigate how the cellular transcriptome is affected in infected cells, hCMV-HuARLT cells 

(‘virus.pos’, eBFPoff cells) of d10_hCMV samples were analyzed in more depth. These cells 

represent the input virus-infected cells, thus reflecting a comparably late stage of infection (10 days 

of co-culture and 13 days after initial infection, Figure 16B). To analyze the specific features of 

these cells, they were compared to control HuARLT cells (‘virus.neg’, eBFPoff cells) of d10_ctr 

samples. To focus on the differences in cellular genes, hCMV-related genes were excluded from 

Figure 21 Percentage distribution of viral transcripts within Seurat clusters. 

Total viral transcripts from all samples (d5_ctr, d10_ctr, d5_hCMV, d8_hCMV, d10_hCMV) were related to the entire cellular 

transcriptome detected per cell and are visualized for the individual Seurat clusters (according to Figure 18). Distribution of 

viral transcripts in the individual clusters was visualized by help of Violinplot. Each dot depicted represents a cell and its 

content of viral transcripts. 
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bioinformatic analysis. By direct comparison of the hCMV-HuARLT (d10_hCMV) versus the 

control population (d10_ctr), the majority of cellular genes were found to be downregulated in 

‘virus.pos’ cells (Figure 22A). To further elucidate the differential expression profiles, the genes 

were subjected to GSEA. The most deregulated biological pathways are summarized in Figure 22B. 

The majority of pathways were decreased in hCMV-HuARLT cells indicated by a negative NES. 

These downregulated pathways were related to ‘Vasculature Development’, ‘Cellular Proliferation 

& Cell Cycle Phases’ or ‘Cytokine Signaling & Defense Response’. Macroautophagy pathway was 

positively enriched (positive NES), which indicates that this pathway was upregulated at late stage 

of infection (Figure 22B).  
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Input infected cells (‘virus.pos’, eBFPoff), which were infected for 13 days, showed significant 

downregulation of signaling pathways related to blood vessel development. This impairment 

indicates that endothelial cell specific genes were reduced if compared to the non-infected cells. 

Additionally, cytokine signaling and cellular proliferation related processes were attenuated as well, 

which suggests an overall modulation of cellular processes at late stages of infection. 

hCMV-infected HuARLT cells showed reduced expression of endothelial specific genes 

After a first overview of induced changes regarding biological processes, the next step was to 

investigate in more depth which endothelial cell specific genes were affected upon hCMV-infection. 

For this purpose, all ‘virus.pos’ eBFPoff cells from hCMV samples (d5, d8, d10) and ‘virus.neg’ 

eBFPoff cells from ctr samples (d5, d10) were investigated for expression of endothelial specific 

markers. A set of 114 endothelial cell specific genes was defined based on the CellMarker database 

[154], as specified in chapter 2.2.11.  

According to the indicated color change by z-score deviation, a large number of endothelial cell 

specific genes were highest expressed in cells of d10_ctr sample compared to all other cells 

including CD31, Von Willebrand Factor or Neuropilin 1 (Figure 23). The enhanced expression of 

endothelial specific markers in d10_ctr sample suggests an improved endothelial phenotype upon 

3D cultivation, which is inhibited in hCMV-infected HuARLT cells. 

Interestingly, the presumed main inducer for blood vessel growth, vascular endothelial growth 

factor A (VEGFA), is positively enriched in hCMV-infected cells, which might suggest an 

angiogenesis-related stimulus for the adjacent cells. Notably, improved expression of some other 

endothelial genes was observed in hCMV-infected cells only. These genes evidenced an increase 

in cellular adhesion in context of immune cell tracking, for instance CD24, Thy-1 cell surface 

antigen or Selectin E (Figure 23). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22 Gene expression of input infected cells compared to control cells. 

 
(A) Vulcanoplot analysis shows deregulated genes when comparing hCMV-HuARLT cells (‘virus.pos’: hCMV 

transcripts/cell > 0.5%; eBFPoff) from d10_hCMV samples with respective eBFPoff HuARLT cells (‘virus.neg’: hCMV 

transcripts/cell = 0%; eBFPoff) from d10_ctr samples (Figure 16). Only cellular genes are considered. Changes are considered 

to be significant with adjusted p-values below 10
-6

 and log2 fold changes ≥ 0.5 or ≤ -0.5. (B) Biological Process annotations 

regarding the Gene Ontology database were depicted in a Dotplot where ‘GeneRatio’ indicated the percentage of total gene 

number in given GO term. Dot size referred as ‘count’ reflected number of genes being enriched in GO term. NES indicates 

up- (yellow) or downregulated (blue) BPs. Colored background helped to categorize top20 ranked BP terms.  
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Taken together, infection with hCMV predominantly reduced the expression of endothelial specific 

markers upon prolonged culture - day 10 (d10_hCMV), and indicated an upregulation of a minor 

subset of features represented at earlier infection timepoints - day 5/8 (d5/8_hCMV) that was not 

consistent with the large induced subset of non-infected cells. 

Modulation of cellular genes in de novo infected HuARLT cells 

So far, the modulation of cellular genes was investigated in input infected HuARLT cells (eBFPoff). 

However, hCMV samples also include cells that were at earlier stages of infection, since they were 

de novo infected during the co-cultivation (eBFPon). Thus, it was asked if earlier stages of infection 

show similar changes in the expression profiles. To this end, the de novo infected HuARLT cells 

(‘virus.pos’, eBFPon, d10_hCMV) were compared to non-infected control cells (‘virus.neg’, 

eBFPon, d10_ctr) at day 10. Most deregulated genes in the subsequent analysis showed a decreased 

expression in de novo infected HuARLT cells compared to control cells (Figure 24A). GSEA of 

detected genes in eBFPon cells revealed that ‘Autophagy Processes’ category was upregulated in 

de novo infected HuARLT population (‘virus.pos’, eBFPon), based on a positive NES. This was 

also seen in hCMV-HuARLT cells (‘virus.pos’, eBFPoff) either at early (day 5; data not shown) or 

late cultivation (day 10; Figure 22B). Furthermore, ‘Cellular Proliferation & Cell Cycle Phases’ 

processes were negatively regulated (negative NES) within the de novo infected HuARLT cell 

Figure 23 Expression of endothelial cell markers in hCMV-infected HuARLT cells and respective control cells over time. 

 
Expression of 114 endothelial cell specific markers was analyzed in hCMV-infected HuARLT cells (‘virus.pos’: hCMV 

transcripts/cell > 0.5%, eBFPoff) of hCMV samples (d5, d8, d10) and non-infected eBFPoff HuARLT cells (‘virus.neg’: 

hCMV transcripts/cell = 0%; eBFPoff) from ctr samples (d5_ctr, d10_ctr). Color code depicts deviations from z-score that 

represents overall averaged expression value for each gene. Nature of genes is specified in the digital supplements to this 

thesis. 
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population (eBFPon) (Figure 24B), which was also observed in hCMV-infected HuARLT cells 

(eBFPoff) (i.e. day 10; Figure 22B).  
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(A) Deregulation of genes revealed by comparison of de novo infected HuARLT cells (‘virus.pos’: hCMV transcripts/cell 

> 0.5%, eBFPon, d10_hCMV) to eBFP-HuARLT control cells (‘virus.neg’: hCMV transcripts/cell = 0%, eBFPon, d10_ctr) 

(Figure 16) at day 10. Only cellular genes are considered. Significant changes were displayed by adjusted p-values below 10
-6

 

and log2 fold changes ≥ 0.5 or ≤ -0.5. (B) Biological Process annotations were represented by Dotplot. BP were ranked according 

to ‘GeneRatio’ reflecting the percentage of total gene number in the given GO term. Dot size referred as ‘count’ reflected number 

of genes being enriched in GO term. NES indicates up- (yellow) or downregulated (blue) BPs. Colored background helped to 

categorize top20 ranked BP terms.  

Figure 24 Expression of deregulated genes comparing de novo infected HuARLT cells with corresponding non-infected 

eBFPon control cells at day 10. 
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De novo infected HuARLT cells were estimated to be infected less than ten days. Interestingly, in 

contrast to input infected HuARLT cells (‘virus.pos’, eBFPoff) (Figure 22B), in de novo infected 

HuARLT cells (‘virus.pos’, eBFPon) no obvious hints for alterations of vascularization processes 

or cytokine signaling were obtained regarding the first top 20 ranked pathways. However, 

significant modulation in de novo infected endothelial cells was indicated by GSEA regarding cell 

cycle processes (Figure 24B). 

To address the question if the expression of endothelial specific genes in de novo infected cells was 

affected at all, specific marker expression levels in eBFPon samples were investigated. Here, the 

cells showed a various induction of endothelial specific markers compared to non-infected control 

cells (‘virus.neg’, eBFPon) (Sup Figure 1A), which might indicate an impact on endothelial cell 

features caused by infection or by exposure to the infectious environment. For example, Selectin E 

is again reflecting the increased cellular adhesion concerning immune cell tracking. Further, other 

factors like Thrombomodulin and Nitric Oxide Synthase 3 could lead to the activation of 

angiogenesis-related mechanisms or interact with platelets and thereby are involved in the 

coagulation process (Sup Figure 1A). 

To validate if the expression of endothelial specific genes varied in different timepoints of infection, 

the expression was compared between de novo and input hCMV-infected HuARLT cells 

(‘virus.pos’, eBFPon and eBFPoff) and respective uninfected HuARLT cells (‘virus.neg’, eBFPon 

and eBFPoff) in day 10 samples (d10_ctr, d10_hCMV). A clear differential induction of specific 

markers in infected and uninfected cells was observed (Sup Figure 1B). In particular, non-infected 

cells were able to activate a larger subset of specific genes (like genes mentioned for d10_ctr in 

Figure 23) than it was indicated in infected cells (Sup Figure 1B). 

In conclusion, de novo infected HuARLT cells indicate notably in ‘late' samples (d8_hCMV, 

d10_hCMV) the expression of more endothelial markers compared to ‘early’ sample (d5_hCMV). 

Nevertheless, the upregulated expression of endothelial genes differed compared to the induced 

genes in control cells (Sup Figure 1A). In contrast, input infected HuARLT cells (‘virus.pos’, 

eBFPoff) showed the expression of the smallest subset of endothelial specific genes (Sup Figure 

1B), but additionally revealed that the expression profile of both infected cell subsets, de novo and 

input infected cells displayed similarities, which suggests that the genes are equally regulated in a 

time dependent manner of infection. 

Moderate induction of ISGs in hCMV-infected HuARLT cells 

The analysis in Figure 20B indicated that in particular interferon type I signaling was induced in 

d10_ctr cells. The deregulation of ‘Cytokine-mediated Signaling Pathway’ was also evident from 

the comparative analysis of input infected HuARLT cells (‘virus.pos’, eBFPoff, d10_hCMV) versus 

non-infected control cells (‘virus.neg’, eBFPoff, d10_ctr) (Figure 22B). In contrast, no significant 
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deregulation regarding interferon type I signaling was indicated in de novo infected HuARLT cells 

compare to non-infected control cells in the top ranked pathways (Figure 24B). De novo infected 

HuARLT cells were assumed to be exposed to the infectious milieu, consisting of a plethora of 

factors released from infected cells, like interferons, growth factors or viral proteins. By type I IFNs, 

non-infected cells are supposed to trigger an antiviral response mainly via paracrine signaling. Thus, 

it was evaluated if the downstream targets of the IFN signaling pathway (ISGs) were expressed in 

input infected hCMV-HuARLT cells and de novo infected HuARLT cells. For this, de novo infected 

HuARLT cells (‘virus.pos’, eBFPon) were compared to input infected HuARLT cells (‘virus.pos’, 

eBFPoff) and to respective non-infected HuARLT cells (‘virus.neg’, eBFPon and eBFPoff cells) of 

control samples at day 10. The ISG subset contains 76 genes and was defined as described in chapter 

2.2.11.  

Interestingly, a high induction of ISGs was indicated by the non-infected cells (‘virus.neg’ eBFPon 

and eBFPoff cells, d10_ctr and d10_hCMV). Moreover the heatmap revealed a consistent high 

expression pattern within both non-infected cell subsets and vice versa a low induction for the 

majority of genes in infected cell subsets (‘virus.pos’) (Figure 25). These main subset includes 

classical ISGs like IFI27, IFI6, OAS1-3 or MX1 and MX2, which were induced by type I IFN 

signaling to initiate antiviral activity. This highlights the antiviral responding potential in non-

infected cells by the infectious environment. 

In contrast, upregulated expression of a small ISG subset was detected in de novo infected cells 

(‘virus.pos’, eBFPon), but not in non-infected cells, and was demonstrated for example by IRF1 

and ZC3HAV1 genes (Figure 25). IRF1 represents an intermediate step of antiviral response, 

triggered by detection of viral particles and further induce production of type I IFN or ISGs. 

Whereas, just a few ISGs such as IFIT2 and IFIT3 were highly detected in input infected HuARLT 

cells (‘virus.pos’, eBFPoff) only (Figure 25). IFIT3 is an IFN induced marker to enhance the 

antiviral activity and additionally inhibit several other pathways in the cell like proliferation or 

migration as well. Further, among the antiviral activity of IFIT2, it is able to initiate the apoptotic 

signaling in infected cells too. 

This might indicate that de novo infected HuARLT cells could react with initial antiviral signal 

transduction before the virus enabled the immune modulation. Further, the induction of interferon 

type I downstream targets and thereby the activation of cellular antiviral response were strongly 

inhibited upon prolonged infection. 
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Taken together, hCMV-infection in endothelial cells strongly affects various cellular processes 

depending on the progress of infection. 

A minimal induction of antiviral responses (ISGs) was observed in hCMV-infected cells, which 

additionally tend to drop the expression level of ISGs the longer the infection exists (‘virus.pos’: 

eBFPon vs eBFPoff) (Figure 25). 

Additionally, specific endothelial genes were less induced in hCMV-infected cells compare to non-

infected cells. Like it was observed for ISGs, endothelial markers were lowest expressed in input 

infected cells. De novo infected cells showed expression of some more genes and further indicated 

a coverage of gene expression profile between de novo and input infected cells (Sup Figure 1B). 

Nevertheless, during all comparative analysis, the VEGFA was always higher induced in infected 

cell subsets comparing to non-infected cell subsets highlighting the pro-angiogenic stimulus to 

neighboring cells. 

3.2.4.2 Non-infected bystander cells changed gene expression profiles during co-cultivation 

with hCMV-HuARLT cells 

An underlying hypothesis of this study was that the infectious environment induced by hCMV-

infected cells might impact cellular characteristics of non-infected, so-called bystander cells. To 

Variation of ISG expression was analyzed in de novo infected HuARLT cells (‘virus.pos’: hCMV transcripts/cell > 0.5%, 

eBFPon) and hCMV-HuARLT cells (’virus.pos’: hCMV transcripts/cell > 0.5%, eBFPoff) of hCMV sample (d10_hCMV). 

‘Virus.neg’ cells (hCMV transcripts/cell = 0%) from day 10 samples (d10_ctr, d10_hCMV) of eBFPon and eBFPoff cells were 

also included. Color code depicted deviation from z-score that represented overall averaged expression value for each gene. 

Nature of genes is specified in the digital supplements to this thesis. 

Figure 25 Expression profile of specific ISGs within infected and non-infected cells of co-cultures. 
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address the question how bystander cells were affected in their transcriptome during co-cultivation 

only eBFPon cells with equal to 0 % or less than 0.5 % viral transcripts (‘virus.neg’ or ‘virus.inter’) 

were considered in the subsequent analysis (Table 4).  

 

Table 4 Absolute cell numbers of eBFPon cells with equal to 0 % or less than 0.5 % viral transcripts in samples over time. 

samples ‘virus.neg’ (= 0 %) ‘virus.inter’ (> 0 %, < 0.5 %)  

d5_ctr 1834 0 

d10_ctr 1436 0 

d5_hCMV                             2 805 

d8_hCMV                 55 1393 

d10_hCMV                            66 798 

Impact of infectious environment on bystander cells 

To specify the cell subsets influenced by co-cultures with infected cells, first, the ‘virus.neg’ cell 

subsets were analyzed which are avoid of any viral transcript. When comparing ‘virus.neg’ cell 

subsets from d5_hCMV, d8_hCMV, d10_hCMV samples to control samples, no significant 

deregulation concerning gene expression was observed (data not shown). This suggests that 

‘virus.neg’ cells were not affected by the infectious milieu. This might be because these cells were 

in large distance to infected cells and not exposed to cytokines released thereof. Hence, the 

virus.inter population was selected as bystander cells, based on the assumption that cells with very 

few viral transcripts were located in neighborhood to a virus releasing cell, but which have not yet 

initiated pronounced viral transcription. Thus, ‘virus.inter’ cells in hCMV-samples were assumed 

to be exposed to the secreted factors and day 10 samples (d10_hCMV and d10_ctr) were used for 

deeper analysis.  

To characterize the features, eBFPon cells (‘virus.inter’, d10_hCMV) were compared to eBFPon 

control cells (‘virus.neg’, d10_ctr). A Vulcanoplot analysis showed that, interestingly, a minor 

subset of cellular genes showed deregulated expression (Figure 26A). Nevertheless, all genes were 

taken into account to identify deregulated pathways by GSEA. Biological processes belonging to 

‘Cytokine Signaling’ and ‘Vasculature Development’ were positively enriched (positive NES) in 

d10_hCMV bystander population compared to control (Figure 26B). BPs allocating to ‘Cellular 

Proliferation & Cell Cycle Phases’ were significantly changed as well. The negative NES indicated 

the downregulation of these pathways (Figure 26B) like it was observed in hCMV-infected cells 

(Figure 22B, Figure 24B). This suggests that in context of an infectious environment these pathways 

are modulated in non-infected cells, i.e. even without pronounced viral gene transcription. 
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Endothelial properties were improved upon prolonged culturing in bystander and control 

cells  

In detail, the endothelial expression profile of bystander cells (‘virus.inter’, eBFPon) was 

investigated. For this purpose, endothelial specific gene expression was evaluated in eBFPon cells 

(A) Bystander cells (‘virus.inter’: hCMV transcripts/cell > 0% & < 0.5%, eBFPon, d10_hCMV) were analyzed regarding 

differential gene expression compared to control cells (‘virus.neg’: hCMV transcripts/cell = 0%, eBFPon, d10_ctr) day 10. 

Only cellular genes are considered. DEGs are considered to be significant with adjusted p-values below 10
-6

 and log2 fold 

changes ≥ 0.5 or ≤ -0.5. (B) Biological Process annotations regarding the Gene Ontology database are depicted in a Dotplot. 

BPs were ranked according to ‘GeneRatio’, which indicated the percentage of total gene number in given GO term. Dot size 

referred as ‘count’ reflected number of genes being enriched in GO term. NES indicates up- (yellow) or downregulated (blue) 

BPs. Colored background helped to categorize top20 ranked BP terms.  
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Figure 26 Comparative analysis of bystander cells to non-infected control cells at day 10. 
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of control (‘virus.neg’, d5/d10_ctr) and hCMV (‘virus.inter’, d5/d8/d10_hCMV) samples. The 

expression levels increased over time in co-cultures both in control (d10_ctr) and in bystander cells 

(d8_hCMV, d10_hCMV). In contrast, both day 5 samples (d5_ctr, d5_hCMV) showed a low extent 

of endothelial gene expression (Figure 27). This provided an insight of modulation of endothelial 

cell populations upon prolonged 3D culturing regarding specific marker expression and further 

suggests a general improvement of endothelial cell functions by using the advanced 3D model 

system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ISG expression in bystander cells increased over time 

IFN signaling was highly induced upon prolonged cultivation within control samples (Figure 20B). 

Moreover, Figure 26B indicated even a higher induction of IFN signaling pathways in bystander 

cells (‘virus.inter’, eBFPon) compared to non-infected control samples (‘virus.neg’, eBFPon). Thus, 

ISG expression was investigated to assess the outcome of the antiviral response in bystander cells. 

Analysis by heatmap revealed a strong induction in day 8 and day 10 hCMV samples (‘virus.inter’, 

eBFPon, d8/d10_hCMV) in the vast majority of ISGs. Interestingly, the expression levels of ISGs 

were more pronounced in hCMV samples (d8/d10) compared to day 10 control cells (‘virus.neg’, 

eBFPon, d10_ctr) (Figure 28). 

Bystander cells (‘virus.inter’: hCMV transcripts/cell > 0% & < 0.5%, eBFPon, d5/d8/d10_hCMV) were analyzed regarding 

endothelial cell specific marker expression during co-cultivation with hCMV-infected cells. eBFPon HuARLT cells in control 

samples (‘virus.neg’: hCMV transcripts/cell = 0%, d5/d10_ctr) were included for evaluation of expression level changes. Color 

code depicted deviation from z-score that represented overall averaged expression value for each gene. Nature of genes is 

specified in the digital supplements to this thesis. 

Figure 27 Gene expression of endothelial cell markers in bystander cells and non-infected control cells during co-cultivation. 
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To sum up, non-infected bystander cells that were in direct neighborhood of infected cells and 

thereby were exposed to the secretome showed changes in their expression profile. Cells displayed 

an expected high induction of ISGs for cellular protection triggered by factors of the infectious 

environment. Surprisingly, endothelial cell specific markers were found to be induced upon 

prolonged cultivation in bystander cells (‘virus.inter’, eBFPon, d8/d10_hCMV), with a similar level 

as it was observed for uninfected control cells (‘virus.neg’, eBFPon, d10_ctr). This indicates that a 

pro-angiogenic cell phenotype is supported in both hCMV-free cultures (d10_ctr) and hCMV-co-

cultures (d8/d10_hCMV). 

3.2.5 Generation of IFN-alpha receptor 1 knockout eBFP-HuARLT cells (IFNARko-HuARLT 

cells) to evaluate the type I IFN-downstream signaling in hCMV-infection model 

In the previous chapter an induction of interferon-stimulated genes (ISGs) as well as of the 

endothelial cell specific markers was observed in 3D co-cultures. The activation of type I interferon 

(IFN I) signaling and simultaneous occurrence of enhanced endothelial functionality led to the 

assumption that IFN may contribute to an improvement of endothelial cell properties. This raised 

the question if endothelial features would be affected upon the inhibition of IFN type I signaling 

and subsequent block of ISGs. In fact, in endothelial cells ISGs are predominantly expressed upon 

stimulation of the type I IFN receptor (IFNAR). IFNAR consists of two subunits, IFNAR1 and 

Bystander cells (‘virus.inter’: hCMV transcripts/cell > 0 & < 0.5%, eBFPon, d5/d8/d10_hCMV) were analyzed regarding ISG 

expression during co-cultivation with hCMV-infected cells. eBFPon HuARLT cells in control samples (‘virus.neg’: hCMV 

transcripts/cell = 0%, d5/d10_ctr) were included for evaluation of expression level changes. Color code depicted deviation from 

z-score that represented overall averaged expression value for each gene. Nature of genes is specified in the digital supplements 

to this thesis. 

Figure 28 ISG expression in bystander cells and non-infected control cells over time.  
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IFNAR2, which trigger signal transduction and ISG induction. For the purpose to impair IFNAR 

signaling, IFNAR1 was knocked out in eBFP-HuARLT cells by CRISPR/Cas9 mediated mutation 

(chapter 2.2.12). Based on subsequent clonal expansion and pre-analysis of knockout candidates an 

appropriate clone was identified that showed lack of antiviral protection despite human IFN-β pre-

stimulation (data not shown).  

The generated knockout cells, originating from eBFP-HuARLT cells, were designated as IFNARko-

HuARLT. To investigate if endothelial cell specific features are affected upon IFNAR knockout, 

IFNARko-HuARLT cells were co-cultured with mock- or hCMV-infected HuARLT cells (eBFPoff) 

in a ratio 3:1 (Figure 29). 
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Control (d10_KO_ctr) as well as hCMV samples (d10_KO_hCMV) were isolated, dissociated and 

sorted (as described in 2.2.8, 2.2.9 and Figure 17). To evaluate the changes in knockout (KO) cells, 

co-cultivation with IFNARko-HuARLTs was performed for ten days and thereby formed the basis 

for later comparative analysis to WT eBFP-HuARLT cells. Like in WT samples (Table 1), various 

cell subsets gained from sorting are compiled by Table 5.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Due to the various frequencies of the individual cell subsets, prior to sequencing, cell numbers were 

adjusted to ensure sufficient and maximal numbers of the relevant cell populations (Table 6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.6 Comparative transcriptome analysis of wildtype and IFNARko eBFP expressing 

HuARLT cells upon 3D co-cultivation  

To get a first view on the transcriptional changes, all cells from day 10 samples, including WT 

samples (d10_ctr, d10_hCMV) and KO samples (d10_KO_ctr, d10_KO_hCMV), were taken into 

account and were displayed using Seurat cluster logarithm (Figure 30). Cluster 4, as it was 
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95,7 % - - 3,9 % 

84,7 % 0,3 % 10 % 0,4 % 

Table 5 Ratio of cell subsets after sorting of IFNARko spheroid cultures.  

Cell subsets that were yielded upon sorting in particular samples. Control sample from knockout (d10_KO_ctr) showed 

composition of only eBFPon and non-expressing cells. hCMV sample (d10_KO_hCMV) showed the occurrence of all four 

cell subsets. 

Table 6 IFNARko samples subjected for single cell sequencing. 

Samples used in transcriptomic analysis. First row per sample shows the absolute number of a cell subset and second row 

indicates the adjusted percentage ratio for respective samples provided for following sequencing analysis.  
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Figure 29 Experimental setting of spheroid formation and co-cultivation with type I interferon receptor knockout eBFP-HuARLT 

cells (IFNARko-HuARLT). 

Spheroids were generated of (A) non-infected HuARLT and type I interferon receptor knockout eBFP-HuARLT (IFNARko-

HuARLT) cells or (B) hCMV-infected HuARLT (mNG positive) (3dpi) and IFNARko-HuARLT (eBFP positive) cells in a ratio 

of 1:3 and cultured on agarose. On day three, aggregates were embedded in fibrin matrix for 3D cultivation in presence of 

doxycycline. Spheroids were isolated after ten days for control (d10_KO_ctr) and hCMV samples (d10_KO_hCMV) and 

dissociated to gain single cells. In this setting, different cell subsets were expected: In (A): eBFP-expressing and non-expressing 

cells and (B) eBFP-expressing, mNG expressing cells and emerging eBFP /mNG expressing cells reflecting de novo infected 

IFNARko-HuARLT cells. (Created with BioRender.com). 
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previously shown in Figure 21, reflects the hCMV-infected cell population that was present in both 

hCMV samples, WT (d10_hCMV) and KO (d10_KO_hCMV). Notably, another cluster changed in 

d10_KO_ctr and d10_KO_hCMV cells, this concerned cluster 1 which is more enriched in WT 

samples (Figure 30). 

 

             

Figure 30 Seurat clustering for day 10 samples of wildtype and IFNAR knockout co-cultures.  

 

 

To figure out which genes are characteristic for the individual clusters, the function 

‘FindAllMarkers’ was used to assign the DEGs for each cluster. In particual, cluster 1 was of interest 

due to its absence in KO samples (d10_KO_ctr, d10_KO_hCMV). In total, 609 DEGs were 

assigned to be specific for cluster 1, considering a log2 fold change > |0.25| and an adjusted p-value 

< 0.05. First ten genes listed for cluster 1 indicated ISGs as characteristics for this cluster (Sup Table 

1). This  indicated  a reduction in ISG activation in KO samples (d10_KO_ctr, d10_KO_hCMV). 

A deeper analysis was performed to characterize the nature of the cluster 1 cells. This demonstrated 

that eBFPon cells built up cluster 1 and that IFNARko-HuARLT showed the lack of this specific 

cluster (Figure 31). To conclude, eBFPon cells in KO co-cultures indicated a loss of ISG expression 

most likely due to the IFNAR knockout in eBFP-HuARLT cells.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Single cells depicted from day 10 samples comprises a) wildtype eBFP-HuARLT cells (eBFPon) mixed with HuARLT cells 

(eBFPoff, mock- or hCMV-infected) (d10_ctr, d10_hCMV) or b) IFNARko-HuARLT cells (eBFPon) mixed with HuARLT 

cells (eBFPoff, mock- or hCMV-infected) (d10_KO_ctr, d10_KO_hCMV).  
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3.2.7 IFNARko-HuARLT cells showed variation in transcriptome in absence of infection 

In the control samples (d10_ctr, d10_KO_ctr) differences regarding cellular distribution and cluster 

representation were observed. To address the question how the IFNAR1 knockout influenced the 

cells and their expression profile in absence of infection, WT (d10_ctr) and KO (d10_KO_ctr) were 

explored in depth.  

3.2.7.1 Deregulated gene expression analysis in control samples revealed low IFN pathway 

induction in IFNARko-HuARLT cells 

A first cluster analysis within the wildtype and knock-out samples in absence of hCMV (d10_ctr, 

d10_KO_ctr) revealed differences which mainly concerned eBFPon cells (Figure 31). Therefore, 

only eBFPon subsets of d10_ctr and d10_KO_ctr were considered more closely. By the comparison 

of gene expression levels from d10_ctr related to d10_KO_ctr, an upregulation of DEGs was 

observed in the eBFPon cells of WT control (d10_ctr) (Figure 32A). 

Differences in pathways by GSEA clearly showed that IFN signaling was less or not at all induced 

in IFNARko-HuARLT control cells (d10_KO_ctr). Out of 30 top ranked biological processes (BPs), 

29 belonged to ‘Cytokine Signaling & Defense Response’ category as highlighted in Figure B by 

blue color. Another significant upregulated process in WT eBFPon cells (d10_ctr) and in turn, 

downregulated in IFNARko-HuARLT cells (eBFPon, d10_KO_ctr) was angiogenesis, which might 

reflect changes in endothelial cell functionality (positive NES) (Figure 32B). This supports the 

eBFPon cells and eBFPoff cells of WT (d10_) and KO (d10_KO_) conditions at day 10. In total, 2887 cells (eBFPon: 1680, 

eBFPoff: 1207) were included for d10_KO_ctr and 2549 cells (eBFPon: 1832, eBFPoff: 717) for d10_KO_hCMV. eBFPon 

cells barely displayed cluster 1 (red ellipse) in control (d10_KO_ctr) and hCMV (d10_KO_hCMV) co-cultures. 

Figure 31 Single cell distribution of eBFPon and eBFPoff cells of day 10 samples. 
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previous hypothesis that by the decreased or missing activation of IFN signaling pathway the 

endothelial features were negatively affected as well. 
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3.2.7.2 IFNARko-HuARLT cells were severely impaired in expression of interferon-

stimulated genes 

Further, to see what effect on ISG induction was induced by IFNAR1 knockout and thereby the 

lack of IFN signaling, the expression levels of ISG (chapter 2.2.11) were evaluated in d10_ctr and 

d10_KO_ctr samples. By analysis, it was notable that IFNARko-HuARLT cells (eBFPon) had 

massive loss ISG expression whereas all cell subsets from control samples showed similar 

expression. This confirmed the inactivation IFNAR1 in IFNARko-HuARLT cells (Figure 33).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(A) eBFPon control cells from WT co-culture (d10_ctr) were analyzed regarding different gene expression compared to 

eBFPon IFNARko-HuARLT control cells (d10_KO_ctr) day 10 (Figure 31). DEGs are considered to be significant with 

adjusted p-values below 10
-6

 and log2 fold changes ≥ 0.5 or ≤ -0.5. (B) Biological Process annotations regarding the Gene 

Ontology database were depicted in a Dotplot. BPs were ranked according to ‘GeneRatio’, which indicated the percentage of 

total gene number in given GO term. Dot size referred as ‘count’ reflected number of genes being enriched in GO term. NES 

indicates up- (yellow) or downregulated (blue) BPs. Colored background helped to separate categories from top30 ranked BP 

terms.  

Figure 33 Expression profiles of specific ISGs within control samples of wildtype or knockout co-cultures at day 10. 

Differences in ISG expression of control cells regarding various culture conditions were analyzed. IFNARko-HuARLT 

(d10_KO_ctr, eBFPon) showed significantly reduced ISG expression. In contrast, both subsets of WT control cultures 

(d10_ctr, eBFPoff and eBFPon) as well as HuARLT cells (d10_KO_ctr, eBFPoff) showed similar levels of ISG expression 

(Figure 31). Color code depicted deviation from z-score that represented overall averaged expression value for each gene. 

Nature of genes is specified in the digital supplements to this thesis. 

Figure 32 Comparison of WT eBFPon cells with IFNARko-HuARLT cells in control samples at day 10. 
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3.2.8 De novo infection of IFNARko-HuARLT cells showed reduction in specific gene 

expression 

Changes in gene expression profiles were first investigated within de novo infected IFNARko-

HuARLT cells. De novo infected IFNARko-HuARLT cells with a proportion of viral transcripts per 

cell transcriptome > 0.5 % are referred as ‘virus.pos’. To this end, 369 cells belonging to ‘virus.pos’ 

subset (d10_KO_hCMV) in IFNARko-HuARLT cells upon long-term cultivation were analyzed. 

To identify genes that are deregulated upon infection, the ‘virus.pos’ IFNARko-HuARLT cells of 

d10_KO_hCMV (eBFPon) were compared to corresponding non-infected IFNARko-HuARLT 

(‘virus.neg’, eBFPon) cells in d10_KO_ctr samples. Due to infection, many different genes were 

deregulated, whereby most of them were downregulated (data not shown). To discover to which 

pathways the genes belong to, a GSEA was performed. Notably, no induction of ISGs was detected. 

Rather, downregulation of ‘Cellular Proliferation & Cell Cycle Phases’ and upregulation of 

’Autophagy Processes’ were observed (data not shown). This trend is comparable to the infection 

of wildtype cells (Figure 24B) and highlights that these biological processes were affected in virus 

infected cells independent from IFN signaling.  

To figure out if hCMV-infection in knockout cells is able to trigger antiviral response, ISG 

expression profile was compared in de novo infected HuARLT cells (‘virus.pos’, eBFPon, 

d10_hCMV and d10_KO_hCMV) to non-infected control cells (‘virus.neg’, eBFPon, d10_ctr and 

d10_KO_ctr). No ISG induction was initiated in knockout cell subsets, neither control nor hCMV 

conditions (‘virus.neg’, d10_KO_ctr and ‘virus.pos’, d10_KO_hCMV) and thereby additionally 

confirm the functional knockout of IFNAR (Sup Figure 2A).  

Notably, irrespective of infection, both KO subsets (‘virus.neg’, d10_KO_ctr and ‘virus.pos’, 

d10_KO_hCMV) showed that less endothelial specific genes were expressed compared to WT cells 

(‘virus.neg’, d10_ ctr and ‘virus.pos’, d10_ hCMV) (Sup Figure 2B). 

This further highlights the coherent incidence that hCMV-infected IFNARko-HuARLT cells are not 

only impaired in ISG expression but also in the expression of endothelial specific genes. 

3.2.8.1 De novo infected IFNARko-HuARLT cells showed moderate changes in expression 

levels compared to de novo infected HuARLT cells 

The question arose if differences between de novo infected HuARLT cells and de novo infected 

IFNARko-HuARLT cells might exist. Therefore, de novo infected HuARLT (‘virus.pos’, eBFPon, 

d10_hCMV) and de novo infected IFNARko-HuARLT cells (‘virus.pos’, eBFPon, d10_KO_hCMV) 

were compared. Only a few genes were differentially expressed in de novo infected IFNARko-

HuARLT cells (Figure 34A). All genes were taken into account for a detailed GSEA. The analysis 

revealed that slight changes on cellular level were given and that ‘Cytokine Signaling & Defense 
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Response’ and ‘Vasculature Development’ were enhanced in de novo infected HuARLT cells 

(d10_hCMV) when compared to de novo IFNARko-HuARLT cells (d10_KO_hCMV) (Figure 34B). 
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In conclusion, de novo infected IFNARko-HuARLT cells (‘virus.pos’, eBFPon, d10_KO_hCMV) 

showed significant adverse gene expression affecting the ‘Cellular Proliferation & Cell Cycle 

Phases’ and ’Autophagy Processes’ compared to non-infected IFNARko-HuARLT control cells 

(‘virus.neg’, eBFPon, d10_KO_ctr). Moreover, the comparison of de novo infected cells 

(‘virus.pos’) from KO (d10_KO_hCMV) with WT cells (d10_hCMV) samples revealed an 

impairment of pathways related to ‘Cytokine Signaling & Defense Response’ and ‘Vasculature 

Development’ (Figure 34B). This was also confirmed by the low activation of ISGs and the lower 

expression of endothelial specific markers in KO conditions (d10_KO_ctr, d10_KO_hCMV) (Sup 

Figure 2). Thus, not only the cognate IFN dependent genes were downregulated in IFNARko-

HuARLT cells but also endothelial features, suggesting that active IFN signaling might contribute 

to the establishment or maintenance of endothelial functions. 

3.2.9 Reduced gene expression in IFNARko-HuARLT bystander cells 

In the WT situation, non-infected bystander cells (‘virus.inter’, eBFPon) showed high ISG 

activation in context of infection (d10_hCMV) as well as endothelial specific feature induction 

(Figure 28, Figure 27). It was now asked how signaling via IFNAR contributes to this observation. 

Thus, bystander cells from d10_KO_hCMV sample were compared to non-infected cells (Table 7). 

 

Table 7 Absolute cell number assigned as ‘virus.neg’ or ‘virus.inter’ cell population from IFNARko-HuARLT cells at day 10. 

samples ‘virus.neg’ ‘virus.inter’ 

KO_ctr 1680 0 

KO_hCMV                             173 1290 

 

Bystander IFNARko-HuARLT cells were tested for ISG expression in an infectious environment.  

Cells (‘virus.inter’, eBFPon) of d10_hCMV and d10_KO_hCMV samples and appropriate control 

cells (‘virus.neg’, eBFPon, d10_ctr, d10_KO_ctr) were considered. Here, notable high induction of 

ISGs was displayed in bystander cells (‘virus.inter’) from d10_hCMV sample. A slight induction 

of ISGs was observed in control d10_ctr sample (‘virus.neg’), but were absent in both KO samples 

(d10_KO_ctr and d10_KO_hCMV) (Sup Figure 3). 

Figure 34 Comparison of de novo infected cells within wildtype and knockout samples. 

(A) De novo infected HuARLT cells (‘virus.pos’: hCMV transcripts/cell > 0.5%, eBFPon, d10_hCMV) compared to de novo 

IFNARko-HuARLT cells (‘virus.pos’: hCMV transcripts/cell > 0.5%, eBFPon, d10_KO_hCMV) showed minor variation in 

gene expression. Only cellular genes are considered. DEGs are considered to be significant with adjusted p-values below 10
-6

 

and log2 fold changes ≥ 0.5 or ≤ -0.5. (B) Biological Process annotations regarding the Gene Ontology database were depicted 

in a Dotplot. BPs were ranked according to ‘GeneRatio’, which indicates the percentage of total gene number in given GO 

term. Dot size referred as ‘count’ reflected number of genes being enriched in GO term. NES indicates up- (yellow) or 

downregulated (blue) BPs. Colored background helped to categorize top30 ranked BP terms.  
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3.2.9.1 IFNARko-HuARLT bystander cells indicated an impaired endothelial phenotype by a 

low expression of endothelial specific genes in an infectious environment  

For the detection of differences in WT and KO bystander populations, WT (‘virus.inter’, 

d10_hCMV) and KO (‘virus.inter’, d10_KO_hCMV) samples were compared using the 

Vulcanoplot. The analysis revealed an upregulation of many genes in WT cells (d10_hCMV) 

(Figure 35A). Regarding the GSEA, prominent pathways enriched in d10_hCMV cells were related 

to ‘Cytokine Signaling & Defense Response’ and the ‘Vasculature Development’ with positive NES 

(Figure 35B). 
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In absence of ISG expression in knockout bystander cells in hCMV co-cultures, the cells of 

d10_hCMV and d10_KO_hCMV (‘virus.inter’, eBFPon) samples were deeper analyzed for the 

expression of endothelial cell markers. Respective control samples d10_ctr and d10_KO_ctr were 

included as well (‘virus.neg’, eBFPon). A significant inhibition in expression of endothelial cell 

specific markers was observed in both KO samples (d10_KO_ctr, d10_KO_hCMV) (Figure 36). 

Further, WT bystander cells of d10_hCMV co-cultures showed highest induction of endothelial cell 

markers, even compared to non-infected control cells (d10_ctr) (Figure 36). IFNARko-HuARLT 

cells were unable to induce an accurate expression of endothelial features independent from the co-

culture conditions (ctr, hCMV). 
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Figure 35 Bystander cell subsets from wildtype samples compared to knockout samples. 

(A) Bystander cells (‘virus.inter’: hCMV transcripts/cell > 0% & < 0.5%, eBFPon) cultured in WT (d10_hCMV) were 

compared to KO (d10_KO_hCMV) condition. Only cellular genes are considered. DEGs are considered to be significant with 

adjusted p-values below 10
-6

 and log2 fold changes ≥ 0.5 or ≤ -0.5. (B) Biological Process annotations regarding the Gene 

Ontology database were depicted in a Dotplot. BPs were ranked according to ‘GeneRatio’, which indicated the percentage of 

total gene number in given GO term. Dot size referred as ‘count’ reflected number of genes being enriched in GO term. NES 

indicates up- (yellow) or downregulated (blue) BPs. Colored background helped to categorize top30 ranked BP terms.  
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All in all, the comparison of non-infected bystander cells in KO (d10_KO_hCMV) and WT 

(d10_hCMV) co-cultures showed a reduced activation of endothelial cell markers in non-infected 

bystanders of both d10_KO_ctr and d10_KO_hCMV samples. Moreover, in a direct comparison of 

both bystander subsets (‘virus.inter’, eBFPon) of d10_hCMV and d10_KO_hCMV samples, 

deregulated gene expression in bystander IFNARko-HuARLT cells indicated an impaired activation 

not only in IFN-signaling but also in ‘Vasculature Development’ processes. This further 

strengthened the assumption that endothelial cell marker expression and thereby the basis for 

endothelial cell functionality were evidently affected by the induction of IFN-signaling in an 

infectious environment. 

3.2.10 Hypothesized disease markers are induced in non-infected bystander cells 

Assuming a pro-angiogenic phenotype of non-infected bystander cells upon co-cultivation with 

hCMV-infected cells, it was further asked if this pro-angiogenic phenotype might contribute to a 

diseased state. Previous studies associated hCMV-infection in endothelial cells with greater 

vascular damages and more frequently risks for thrombosis [159]. The potential risk of vascular-

associated diseases might be indicated by the combination of hCMV-infection itself and the pro-

inflammatory secretome supporting the development of such disorders. Therefore, pre-defined 

Expression of endothelial cell specific markers were analyzed in bystander cells (‘virus.inter’: hCMV transcripts/cell > 0% & 

< 0.5%, eBFPon, d10_hCMV and d10_KO_hCMV) and non-infected control cells (‘virus.neg’: hCMV transcripst/cell = 0%, 

eBFPon, d10_ctr and d10_KO_ctr). Color code depicted deviation from z-score that represented overall averaged expression 

value for each gene. Nature of genes is specified in the digital supplements to this thesis. 

Figure 36 Expression profile of endothelial cell markers in wildtype and knockout bystander cells. 
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subsets of genes relating to the ‘cardiovascular disease’ and the ‘intrinsic pro-thrombotic’ pathway 

were considered (chapter 2.2.11) [156]. Here, the gene expression level of eBFPon cells in WT 

(‘virus.neg’, d10_ctr and ‘virus.inter’, d10_hCMV) and KO (‘virus.neg’, d10_KO_ctr and 

‘virus.inter’, d10_KO_hCMV) samples of day 10 was evaluated. Remarkably, the gene subsets of 

‘cardiovascular disease’ (Figure 37A) as well as the ‘intrinsic pro-thrombotic’ pathway 

(Figure  37B) were highly induced in non-infected bystander cells in WT (d10_hCMV) situation if 

compared to all other samples (d10_ctr, d10_KO_ctr, d10_KO_hCMV) (Figure 37). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To sum up, two different gene subsets describing vascular-associated diseases were activated in 

non-infected bystander cells upon hCMV-co-cultivation (d10_hCMV). Notably, this effect was 

only observed within WT bystander cells and was absent in WT control co-culture as well as in 

both KO conditions. Knockout bystander cells that were unable to induce downstream type I IFN 

signaling showed less potential to induce vascular disease-related markers. Thus, the analysis 

suggests that by the induction of type I interferon signaling in non-infected bystander cells specific 

disease markers are activated which might contribute to dysregulation and eventually leading to 

diseased states of the vascular system.  
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Figure 37 Expression profiles of specific disease markers of endothelial cells in wildtype and knockout bystander cells. 

Relative expression of disease markers specific for ‘cardiovascular diseases’ (A) and ‘intrinsic pro-thrombotic’ pathways (B) 

in bystander cells (‘virus.inter’: hCMV transcripts/cell > 0% & < 0.5%, eBFPon, d10_hCMV and d10_KO_hCMV) and non-

infected control cells (‘virus.neg’: hCMV transcripts/cell = 0%, eBFPon, d10_ctr and d10_KO_ctr). Color code depicts 

deviation from z-score that represents overall averaged expression values for each gene. Nature of genes is specified in the 

digital supplements to this thesis. 
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4 Discussion 

Human Cytomegalovirus is a wide spread virus occurring all over the world and appears within all 

social classes. It is assumed that individuals with an immature or weakened immune system 

experience disorders correlating with the virus infection. Because of the ability to infect many 

different cell types, hCMV can be widely disseminated within the host and thereby lead to various 

diseases. Complications upon infection can appear immediately or develop in a long-term manner.  

So far, no fully protective vaccines as preventive measures against hCMV are available and 

potential candidates still need to be proven in clinical trials [160]. Currently, vaccines against 

hCMV show approximately 50 % efficacy in prevention of primary infection, whereas the vaccine 

development for other herpes viruses, like varicella zoster virus or Epstein-Barr virus, was more 

successful in the past [161-163]. Nevertheless, in addition to whole vaccine research there is a need 

for new therapeutic interventions. Only few drugs are in use, especially in transplant patients, to 

increase the protection against primary infection, reinfection or reactivation. To specify antiviral 

drug candidates, the complex molecular mechanisms associated with hCMV-infection remain to be 

further investigated. Additionally, the high specificity of hCMV to infect and actively replicate in 

the human body and the lack of suitable in vivo models constitute major challenges. In this regard, 

in vitro infection models are an indispensable tool to improve knowledge and may help to address 

the questions regarding infection. 

Vascular disorders, like atherosclerosis, ischemic heart disease or also thrombosis, pose a high risk 

to immunocompromised patients. These vascular-related diseases are frequently due to the high 

hCMV-infection rate of vascular tissue in context of virus dissemination [122, 123, 125, 126, 164, 

165]. 

For this study, the conditionally immortalized endothelial cells (HuARLT) were used as a model 

system to evaluate the impact of hCMV-infection on endothelial features. 

4.1 hCMV-infection and its impact on endothelial cell specific features 

HuARLT cells that originate from primary human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) were 

shown to preserve the primary-like phenotype in culture [131, 132]. KSHV-infection studies were 

successfully performed and verified the cells as a potent infection model system, in particular as 

they reflect characteristic cellular changes upon infection with KSHV compared to the non-infected 

state [131, 133]. 

In the past, different groups investigated endothelial cell properties upon hCMV-infection. 

However, the results are diverse and sometimes even contradictory, which might be a consequence 

of the application of different virus strains or cell systems (primary cells, cell line) and other factors, 

like time points or media composition. An increase of certain endothelial cell markers, like PECAM, 
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ICAM and VCAM, or improvement of functions, i.e. tube formation and migration, were observed 

upon infection with hCMV in primary endothelial cells [130, 166]. Whereas Gustafsson et al. 

indicated that infection of primary endothelial cells with different hCMV strains (VR1814, TB40/E) 

diminished the migration and angiogenesis-related processes like tube formation [167]. 

To address the question how the immortalized endothelial cell line is affected upon hCMV-

infection, several cellular functionalities were tested. The changes in endothelial cell functions 

observed in this study were partially in line with results of Gustafsson et al. study on primary 

endothelial cells [167]. 

The infection studies based on the endotheliotropic hCMV strain TB40/E further indicated that 

hCMV preferentially infects and replicates in resting HuARLT cells (Figure 8). This is in agreement 

with previous studies based on primary cells [60]. In the subsequent infection experiments, 

HuARLT cells were cultured in absence of doxycycline to stop proliferation. Other experimental 

infection settings to synchronize or stop the cell cycle have been described in the literature, e.g. 

cells were infected immediately after plating or maintained for some time without serum 

(> 24 hours) [168-171]. In such settings, it cannot be excluded that cells are affected due to the 

stress of prolonged starvation and thereby accidently trigger additional signal transduction pathways 

[172, 173]. In the end, this might cause misleading results for future experiments. Within the 

growth-controlled cell line based on the tet-regulated system, such cellular stress can be avoided in 

the experimental settings. 

Further, hCMV-infected cells were tested for different cellular functions: First, infected HuARLT 

cells were not able to proliferate after infection even in presence of doxycycline (Figure 9). 

Although it is known that hCMV affects proliferation of infected cells and is able to orchestrate the 

cell cycle phases, an interaction of hCMV with the artificial immortalization cassette in the tet-

system should be considered as well. Previous report indicated the specific effect of viral proteins 

(ICP4, ICP27, ICP0 or VP16) to the Ptet promoter, in particular with the tetO enhancer sequences, 

in context of HSV-1 infection [174]. Similarities between, e.g. VP16 (HSV-1) and UL82 (hCMV) 

or ICP0 (HSV-1) and hCMV IE1 are suggested, and indicate a possibly chance of homologous 

action of herpes viral proteins concerning the Ptet promoter [175, 176]. 

Second, hCMV-infected cells could not migrate in response to wound induction for recovery 

(Figure 10) and third, they largely lost the ability to perform cell-cell contacts to develop a vascular-

like network (Figure 11). Moreover, the features were not only limited to 2D conditions; infected 

cells were restricted in their functionality in three-dimensional (3D) culture conditions as well 

(Figure 12). Here, infected cells were not able to establish cell-to-cell connections and form 

spheroids on agarose matrix. These findings indicated that HuARLT cells might lose endothelial 

specific features upon hCMV-infection.  
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Overall, HuARLT cells provide an advanced tool to investigate virus infections. By the first results, 

these cell line highlights the complexity of studying lytic hCMV-infection in endothelial cells. 

Moreover, other viruses from Herpesviridae family or among that might be appropriate candidates 

for analysis in HuARLT cells as well. Additionally, other cell types contributing to the vascular 

system, like pericytes or smooth muscle cells, can be considered as mixed co-cultures for future 

experiments. 

4.2 Endothelial cell properties of non-infected HuARLT bystander cells 

Over time, researchers analyzed the secretome produced from hCMV-infected cells that affects the 

tissue environment. In literature, the secretome released by infected fibroblasts or endothelial cells 

was investigated using a protein array analysis and showed an accumulation of cytokines (IL-6, 

TGF-β), chemokines (MIP-3α, MCP-3) or growth factors (GM-CSF) [128, 177, 178]. Dumortier et 

al. identified a specific enrichment of more than 1000 proteins for the hCMV-secretome [128]. 

These factors are involved in the activation of endothelial cells resulted with an enhanced tube 

formation, stimulation in wound healing or apoptosis prevention. A major contributor for these 

changes is IL-6, which triggers a variety of different signaling pathways like PI3K/Akt, JAK/STAT 

or ERK/MAPK and thereby influences different cellular processes (proliferation, differentiation, 

survival etc.). Luganini et al. reviewed the secretome composition released by infected endothelial 

cells and summarized the beneficial impact of conditioned media on improved tube formation, 

wound healing or angiogenesis promotion [179].  

Advanced development of in vitro culturing conditions is demonstrated for instance by 3D culture 

systems. It is recently discussed that 3D cultivation of cells represents an advantage because it 

reflects in vivo situation more closely than conventional 2D cultivation [180-184]. Various features 

of tissue in vivo are recapitulated by 3D cell culture models with regard to cell shape, possible 

differentiation or polarization, cell proliferation or cell junction development and other aspects 

[185-187]. The use of advanced 3D cell culture models is particularly of interest for the 

investigation of virus infections, disease modeling, and in cancer research. Further, these models 

can be used to perform large scale compound screening and thereby pretest potential drug 

candidates for further drug development. Additionally, these advanced cell systems can substitute 

to a certain extent the use of animal models as well [187-192]. 

The cultivation of cells in matrix-based 3D assays like fibrin, matrigel or collagen might have 

contributed to increase the development and exertion of endothelial features [193-197]. Upon co-

cultivation on a non-adherent surface, cells could interact with each other and form 3D cell 

aggregates (spheroids). In non-infected control HuARLT cells, an increased outgrowth into the 3D 

fibrin matrix was observed over time. This additionally reflected the proliferation, migration and 

sprouting, which further indicates the angiogenic potential of the endothelial cell line [198-200]. 
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Hence, a 3D cell system was considered to investigate the impact of hCMV-infected cells on its 

non-infected neighborhood in a closer in vivo-like situation. Thus, in the current study, a co-culture 

system of infected and non-infected HuARLT cells was used. After embedding of cell spheroids 

into basal membrane-like matrix, an improved outgrowth of non-infected cells compared to non-

infected control cells could be observed in the infectious environment during time (Figure 15).  

This might be caused by the influence of the secretome released by infected cells. The secretome 

contains different factors which probably further promote proliferation and migration of non-

infected HuARLT cells contrary to the factors released by non-infected cells [128, 177, 179]. 

4.3  Single cell transcriptome analysis of hCMV-co-cultures in 3D culture 

conditions 

In the past, transcriptomic analysis were frequently conducted to investigate the transcriptional 

profile, for example, of cells in different conditions. 

For such analysis, qRT-PCR is a potent and well-established tool to validate gene expression, but 

might be too biased in cases of gaining new insights in unknown areas. Thus, conventional 

qRT-PCR is replaced in a certain way by using microarray or bulk RNA sequencing analysis, which 

can be performed to investigate a large scale of gene expression. Nevertheless, transcriptomic 

studies can show and indicate differences in gene expression within certain conditions, but only 

provide the output as an averaged value or signal for all cells in total. The limitation in resolution 

has been overcome since the introduction of the single cell RNA sequencing (scRNA seq). This 

tool is able to establish the transcriptome profile of single cells and thereby indicate even changes 

in subpopulations of cells, which could be easily overlooked in bulk analysis. A further advantage 

of scRNA seq experiments in comparison to qRT-PCR or bulk RNA seq experiments is, that they 

require only a modest number of cell material. This is of increasing relevance in particular regarding 

the establishment of new technologies and their probably emerging issues and limitations. 

In this study, single cell transcriptome analysis was performed to characterize individual cells in 

3D co-cultures. To evaluate to what extent hCMV-infected cells influence the non-infected 

neighbor cells, co-cultures of both pure non-infected cells as well as mixed cultures, consisting of 

infected and non-infected cells, were analyzed.  

4.3.1 Gene expression profile of uninfected HuARLT cells changed upon 3D cultivation  

First, the non-infected HuARLT cells were characterized during cultivation in 3D. Here, comparing 

the different time points of cultivation, day 5 and day 10 control samples clearly showed a certain 

variation concerning gene expression pattern indicated by different proportional assignment of 

control cells to Seurat clusters (d5_ctr, d10_ctr in Figure 18). This highlights that long-term 

cultivation in 3D leads to genetic changes of HuARLT cells. In regards to 3D culture, it is not 
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surprising that during the time the gene expression pattern of cells changes. In the spheroids, cells 

were exposed to varying gradients of oxygen and other nutrients like ATP via media diffusion 

caused by the structural properties of 3D cell aggregates [201, 202]. In this study, the development 

and changes of endothelial cell features were of greatest interest. In the transcriptome analysis, an 

enrichment analysis considering all detected genes comparing day 5 and day 10 control cells 

revealed a pro-angiogenic feature shift (Figure 20). HuARLT spheroids reflected the natural 

behavior of endothelial cells and demonstrated an improved expression of markers specific for the 

activation of angiogenesis-related pathways upon pro-longed cultivation. Interestingly, extended 

cultivation shows an increase of IFN signaling as well (Figure 20). An explainable reason for this 

might be more frequent occurrence of cell death, particularly in the inner core of the spheroids 

[203]. Diverse cellular components by apoptotic cells, have released structural elements that served 

as a trigger for different cellular signaling [204, 205]. Mitochondrial RNA for instance is able to 

activate the RIG-I signaling, which usually is activated by pathogens like bacteria or viruses as a 

first defense mechanism. Subsequently, this leads to the activation of NF-κB or IRF-3 and induce 

the innate immune response via type I IFN [206, 207]. 

4.3.2 hCMV-infected HuARLT cells indicated the loss of cellular features on transcriptional 

level 

hCMV-infected cells showed an impaired gene expression when compared to the respective control 

cells (Figure 22A, Figure 24A). This was observed in early (de novo infected) and late (initial input 

infected) samples of infection. However, cells that were in later infection situation (13 dpi) indicated 

a greater downregulation on vascular-related gene expression, demonstrated by the significant 

presence of multiple vascular-related BPs in the top20 ranked pathways, than in de novo infected 

cells (< 10 dpi) (Figure 22B, Figure 24B). Further, in Sup Figure 1B the comparative gene 

expression analysis revealed less induced expression of endothelial specific markers in late infected 

cells compared to the de novo infected cells. An impairment of the specific endothelial genes 

contributing to a suspected pro-angiogenic phenotype was also seen on functional level before: 

infected cells were not able to form tubular structures, did not aggregate to spheroids, or did not 

sprout into the fibrin matrix (Figure 11, Figure 12, Figure 15). 

Further, a downregulation of genes associated with proliferation (Figure 22B, Figure 24B) confirms 

the stop of proliferation on the functional level as well (Figure 9B). Reduced cell cycle progression 

is a previously described feature of hCMV-infected cells [60]. De novo infected cells showed a 

highly significant change of genes controlling cell cycle progression and genes blocking DNA 

synthesis upon infection. Specific genes, like cyclins and cyclin-dependent kinases, indicated 

different outcomes on transcriptional level. Cyclin E for instance was described to be highly 

activated upon infection, which was also observed in this study (data not shown), whereas others 
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like cyclin D1 are supposed to decrease [169, 208]. Later, on the posttranscriptional level, protein 

complexes such as the anaphase-promoting complex, are degraded or modified what leads to the 

optimized starting point for viral instead of cellular replication [169-171]. 

By this, common similarities regarding the loss of cellular features in hCMV-infected cells were 

confirmed on the transcriptional as well as on the functional level. 

Additionally, enrichment analysis revealed that affected gene sets contributing to IFN-signaling are 

less pronounced in initially infected cells (Figure 22B). Low initiation of IFN-signaling might be 

due to direct and efficient inhibition of the antiviral signaling by viral factors. The IFN induction in 

cells upon pro-longed culturing discussed in chapter 4.3.1 probably could not be initiated either by 

first acting of viral proteins against the immune response or by cell death. Thus, infected cells were 

not able to build up a strong immune response [209, 210]. 

Further, deregulated gene expression in de novo infected HuARLT cells influenced autophagy 

processes. Autophagy induction in hCMV-infected cells was significantly upregulated in de novo 

infected HuARLT cells but it was less upregulated in initially infected HuARLT cells, indicating a 

time dependent activation (Figure 22B, Figure 24B). Time dependent increase of autophagy was in 

line with previously described reports [211, 212]. The autophagy pathway should have a pro-viral 

impact in cells at early stages of hCMV-infection and other virus infections as well [213, 214]. 

However, controversially has also been shown that the blockade of autophagy in hCMV-infected 

cells, in particular at later infection stages, probably reduce the induction of antiviral response 

pathways, which rather supported an anti-viral effect [211, 212, 215]. Herewith, autophagy presents 

a process which is most probably multilaterally affected by hCMV. 

4.3.3 Bystander cells activate endothelial specific gene expression upon hCMV-co-culture  

Bystander cells were classified as eBFP positive ‘virus.inter’ cells. The ‘virus.inter’ cell subset 

represents cells that comprise a low amount of detected viral transcripts lower than 0.5 % related to 

the entire cellular transcriptome. Further, the ‘inter’ population represents cells which are very early 

de novo infected before starting active replication. 

In non-infected control cells and bystander cells of hCMV-co-cultures, endothelial specific genes 

are enhanced expressed during the cultivation time (timepoints: day 5 vs day 10) (Figure 27). That 

assumed on the one hand a pro-angiogenic stimulation and suggested on the other hand no inhibiting 

effect by the released factors of hCMV-infected cells to non-infected neighbor cells. Explanation 

for the improved endothelial features in both, control and hCMV-co-cultured cells, might be the 

direct cell-cell contact combined with optimized culturing condition within the 3D setting. 

Enrichment analysis also revealed the improved endothelial specific processes of ‘Vasculature 

Development’ in bystander cells within hCMV-co-culture compared to non-infected control cells 

(Figure 26B). The gene expression profiles in bystander cells thus indicated improved endothelial 
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functions, which is consistent with the increased sprouting activity of the bystander cells (Figure 

14B). This upregulation of endothelial features was likely triggered by stimulation of bystander 

cells with hCMV-released factors (IL-6, IFN, GM-CSF etc.), which further led to the induction of 

several signal transduction pathways and finally end in i.e. angiogenesis. 

hCMV-infected cells are known to release type I IFN upon infection as an antiviral response. 

Therefore, increased expression of IFN-signaling induced markers, like IFN-stimulated genes 

(ISGs), was expected in bystander cells [216]. The paracrine effect of type I IFN has to be 

considered as an important indicator of an antiviral and protective response of the cells. This has 

been repeatedly reported [86, 89, 217]. The ISG expression profile in non-infected bystander cells 

was tested and it was observed that expression level in bystander cells during co-cultivation in an 

infectious environment was significantly upregulated compared to the non-infected control co-

culture (Figure 28). However, taken into account that in ‘virus.pos’ cells no ISG induction and an 

impaired endothelial specific gene expression were observed and vice versa in bystander cells 

upregulation of ISGs and specific endothelial markers was reported, this might bring up the 

connection of activated IFN-signaling with enhanced expression of endothelial specific genes. 

Pober et al. described how endothelial cells react to different stimuli and how the cells get activated 

after stimulation. The induction of GPCR-signaling by histamine for instance contribute to a short-

lived ‘type I activation of endothelial cells’, whereas tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) and 

interleukin 1 (IL1) promote a more persistent form of activation (‘type II endothelial cell 

activation’) [218]. Both mediators, TNF-α and IL1, might resulted from induced type I IFN-

signaling in non-infected neighbor cells and further induce the pleiotropic transcription factor 

NF-κB and activator protein 1 (AP-1), which lead to a more stable inflammatory response due to 

the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines [219]. 

The endothelial cell activation mentioned before suggested that this connection of upregulated 

endothelial specific gene expression and the IFN downstream signaling also exists for the HuARLT 

cell system. Therefore, this link was investigated in depth by the unbiased single cell transcriptome 

analysis. 

4.4 IFNAR knockout and its consequences in endothelial cells 

To follow up the hypothesis of the linkage of IFN-signal induction with improved endothelial 

functionality, in this study, an IFN α receptor 1 knockout was conducted on eBFP-HuARLT cells 

(IFNARko-HuARLT). By using transfection of single guide RNA targeting the receptor 1 domain 

via CRISPR/Cas9, a mutation was induced which resulted in a non-functional receptor. This 

knockout was performed to inhibit downstream signaling upon IFN stimulation and thereby block 

ISG production to further evaluate the impact on endothelial functionality.  
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4.4.1 Seurat cluster analysis of wildtype and knockout co-cultures at day 10 revealed changes 

in specific gene expression patterns 

A Seurat cluster performance was conducted based on the gene expression pattern of every single 

cell. By comparing day 10 samples of wildtype and knockout co-cultures to each other (d10_ctr, 

d10_hCMV, d10_KO_ctr, d10_KO_hCMV) it was possible to detect slight changes in gene 

expression within the different culture conditions. It was observed that in the knockout cell co-

culture one specific cluster was less represented than in wildtype co-culture (Figure 30). This cluster 

(cluster 1) was restricted to eBFPoff cells in knockout condition and not present in the eBFPon 

IFNARko-HuARLT cells (Figure 31). This confirmed that cluster 1 reflects a gene expression 

pattern that was lacking or not activated in eBFPon IFNARko-HuARLT cells. Cluster 1 comprised 

predominantly of IFN-stimulated genes like ISG15, IFI27, or MX1 (Sup Table 1). Importantly, all 

other clusters and their specific gene composition were consistent in wildtype and knockout 

conditions.  

Due to the lack of antiviral response in IFNARko-HuARLT cells, a higher infection efficiency in 

IFNARko-HuARLT cells related to other cell populations was expected. However, the opposite was 

indicated by the percentage of different cell subsets obtained after sorting (Table 5). The low 

percentage of the de novo infected cells might indicate that due to the absent protective response 

the hCMV-infection increased and proceeded quickly during culture, which finally caused cell 

death in the newly infected cells in day 10 sample (d10_KO_hCMV). 

By this, it was additionally approved that the conducted knockout was successful and resulted in a 

non-functional IFN-alpha receptor. 

4.4.2 De novo infected IFNARko cells and de novo infected wildtype cells are similarly 

affected by infection with hCMV 

De novo infected IFNARko-HuARLT cells (d10_KO_hCMV) and de novo infected HuARLT cells 

(d10_hCMV) showed that cell cycle processes were strongly inhibited upon infection, independent 

from the absence or presence of antiviral responses (Figure 24B, data not shown). This highlights 

the orchestration of the cell cycle phases within the first steps of infection in cells. 

Further, it was investigated if the IFNAR1 knockout leads to additional changes between de novo 

infected cells. IFN signaling in WT samples was highly increased, which indicates the specificity 

of the knockout to induce IFN downstream signaling. Moreover, a moderate upregulation of 

angiogenesis was indicated in WT samples as well (Figure 34B). This further connects endothelial 

specific feature signaling for vascularization to the gene expression levels of IFN downstream 

targets. 
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4.4.3 Non-infected IFNARko bystander cells represent low expression of endothelial cell 

specific features 

During prolonged culturing of endothelial cells in 3D, an increased expression of ISGs, even in 

absence of hCMV-infected cells, i.e. in control condition, was recorded. Greater extent of cell 

apoptosis within the 3D culture condition and the release of cellular components might cause 

diverse cellular pathways in neighboring cells, including innate immune responses [203-205]. This 

natural induction of ISGs was completely absent upon IFNAR1 knockout in control conditions 

(Figure 33). To specify if ISGs were induced upon hCMV-co-culture, like in WT samples, eBFPon 

cells belonging to the ‘virus.inter’ cell subset that contain less than 0.5 % viral transcripts, were 

considered as bystander cells. Bystanders were evaluated for their differentially expressed gene 

pattern. At this, the failure of IFN downstream signaling induction was expected and was observed 

in IFNARko-HuARLT cells as consequence from the CRISPR/Cas9 induced knockout (Figure 33). 

This demonstrated a massive loss of ISG induction due to the missing activation via type I interferon 

receptor. 

The majority of biological processes belonging to IFN-signaling were downregulated in IFNARko-

HuARLT cells (Figure 34, Figure 35). Additionally, few downregulated pathways in KO samples 

belonged to the category ‘Vasculature Development’, which further supports the hypothesis that 

IFN induced signaling affects expression levels of endothelial specific genes and thereby influence 

the endothelial cell functionality (Figure 35B). 

To prove this assumption, the expression level of endothelial genes was tested. Interestingly, 

comparing bystander cells in WT and KO conditions for specific endothelial cell marker expression, 

the expression level was barely detectable in d10_KO_ctr and d10_KO_hCMV samples 

(Figure  36).  

Upon infection with hCMV, diverse cellular stimulations by PAMPs are initiated and thereby 

induce expression of IFNs or TNF-α. In particular, type I IFN is known to act as the stimulus to 

induce antiviral response in the form of ISG production first. 

In this study it was observed that by the activation of ISGs, i.e. listed in Sup Table 1, an autocrine 

and/or paracrine stimulus was initiated, which contributed to the activation of endothelial specific 

genes in non-infected cells [219]. This activation by ISGs, and likely by subsequent NF-κB 

induction, resulted in expression of diverse cellular effector proteins like cytokines, growth factors 

or chemokines and based on this study, probably stimulate and regulate diverse functional 

processes, such as angiogenesis or wound healing (Figure 35B) (reviewed in [220]). This regulation 

of angiogenesis and wound healing was previously described for instance for cytokines, like IL6, 

IL1β or TNF-α, chemokines like IL8/CXCL8 or CCL5/RANTES, or metalloproteinases, which are 

indicators of the antiviral immune response and known mediators for pro-angiogenic processes 
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[128, 177-179, 221-224]. Moreover, viral proteins like UL21.5 or UL147 might be considered as 

contributors to the endothelial cell activation as well [179]. 

4.5 Vascular disease marker upregulation associated with IFN downstream targets 

in context of hCMV-co-cultures 

Rajendran et al. previously reported about endothelial dysfunction as consequence of a pro-

inflammatory or pro-thrombotic endothelial phenotype. This phenotype is associated with increased 

expression of leucocyte adhesion molecules, like VCAM1, or cytokines such as CCL2. CCL2 is 

able to decrease the NO-production derived from the endothelium and thereby reduces the 

prevention of atherosclerosis. Moreover, by TNF-α and/or IL1 activated endothelial cells are 

stimulated to produce and release excessively growth factors. One of these growth factors is 

endothelin, which is able to impact diverse mechanisms promoting atherosclerosis [225]. The 

induction of a pro-inflammatory phenotype by activated endothelial cells is described to be related 

to a variety of vascular diseases [225, 226]. In this study, transcriptomic data analysis revealed the 

increase of markers like CCL2, TNF-α or endothelin and thus assume such pro-inflammatory, 

activated endothelial cells in wildtype samples compared to knockout samples (data not shown). 

Accumulation of viral DNA within vessel cells and the establishment of sub-clinical inflammation 

in infected endothelial cells suggest that hCMV is involved in a number of vascular diseases, 

including cardiovascular diseases, or vascular graft rejections upon transplantation. Additional 

association of hCMV-infection with autoimmune diseases or different kind of cancers exists as well 

[73]. Due to the pro-inflammatory response in infected endothelial cells, cellular alteration is 

induced. This further leads to vascular injuries and finally promotes endothelial dysfunction. 

Initially nature of endothelial cell functionality, e.g. building a functional protective barrier, changes 

into an enhanced vascular permeability and vascular leakage, the aggregation and invasion of 

immune cells or platelets and the promotion of virus dissemination [227]. Other cell types, like 

pericytes, that are involved in the development of the vessel system can contribute to vascular 

disorders upon hCMV-infection as well [228]. 

Additional cells involved in vascular diseases, in particular thrombosis, are platelets. Interaction of 

platelets and endothelial cells is important regarding maintenance of blood flow and first action in 

case of vessel wall injuries. An aberrant communication between platelets and endothelial cells via 

a misleading secretion of different mediators and receptors can lead to dysregulated coagulation 

and subsequently caused thrombosis [127]. In the past, studies analyzed the event described as 

immunothrombosis, where innate immunity, platelet activation and coagulation are supposed to be 

connected [159]. Immunothrombosis was already described for the recently emerged COVID-19 

disease and thereby draw more attention that this phenomenon shows up in context of other virus 

infections, in particular in hCMV-infection [229, 230].  
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Based on the observation that endothelial cell features are positively affected in WT samples and 

greatly reduced in KO samples, it was further investigated if the induction of endothelial markers 

are associated with hCMV-related diseases. Pre-described gene sets for cardiovascular diseases and 

pro-thrombotic intrinsic pathways were checked in bystander cells of WT and KO samples and 

revealed that endothelial cells with IFNAR1 knockout barely expressed these pre-defined gene sets 

(Figure 37). Whereas the WT samples reflect a massive induction of the disease marker sets in 

context with hCMV-infected co-cultures. This evidently supported that a functional type I IFN 

receptor with subsequent activated signaling displayed a potential risk to induce signal transduction 

that further might promote vascular diseases. 

As briefly described in chapter 4.3.3, NF-κB is one factor activated by type I IFN, and is able to 

support pro-inflammatory phenotype of endothelial cells. Gareus et al. showed that NF-κB 

promotes the development of atherosclerosis in vivo. By dampening the activation of NF-κB 

specifically in endothelial cells in ApoE-/- mice, a strong reduction in atherosclerotic plaque 

formation was observed [231]. Interestingly, the upregulation of NF-κB in KO vs WT samples was 

indicated by the transcriptome data analysis as well (data not shown). Thus highlights NF-κB as 

one important target for firstly, further investigations regarding vascular disorders and secondly, 

testing NF-κB-inhibiting drugs for treatment.  

Previous reports discussed the risk of vascular disease development regarding hCMV-infection in 

endothelial cells. Here, the non-infected neighbor cells show the chance to contribute to vascular 

diseases in context of hCMV-infection. The continuous exposure of non-infected cells to the 

systemic inflammatory response of infected cells might cause an unbalanced and uncontrolled 

execution of endothelial cell functionality by diverse signal transductions over time.  

That probably induce endothelial dysfunction, which opens a gate to establish vascular diseases 

[227]. This is not only risked by virus infections, also by other factors like bacterial infection, 

obesity, or metabolic issues (reviewed in [220, 232]). 

The observed increase of endothelial features and the link to the activated IFN I signaling in non-

infected bystander cells was demonstrated in a 3D co-culture model. 

Finally, the gene expression profile of bystander cells in infectious environment (d10_hCMV) 

resembles first in vivo data (Kutle and Wirth, unpublished observations). Here, HuARLT cells were 

xenotransplanted in vivo and subsequently developed functional vessels. Upon infection of 

functional vessels with hCMV, an increased accumulation of blood cells in the vessel system was 

observed. This might evidence the progression of thrombosis in a context of hCMV-infection in 

vivo. 

In this regard, also hCMV-infections might contribute to immunothrombosis and requires further 

investigation. 
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A schematic depiction summarized the hypothesis that hCMV-infected cells promote a pro-

inflammatory activation of non-infected neighbor cells and thus enhance endothelial specific 

features. In an exaggerated and uncontrolled manner, these enhanced features might contribute to a 

variety of vascular diseases over time (Figure 38). 

 

 

 

Figure 38 Schematic depiction of hypothesized influence by hCMV-infection on endothelial functionality. 

Hypothesized impact of the secretome produced of hCMV-infected cells (green) to non-infected neighbor cells (blue). Light 

blue cells represent cells with functional type I IFN receptor and subsequent ISG induction upon stimulation, indicating an 

endothelial cell activation state (upper panel). ISGs either acts in a a) paracrine, b) autocrine, or c) intracellular manner and 

promote a variety of cell signaling pathways (right text declaration). Dark blue cells represent cells with non-functional type I 

IFN receptor (lower panel). No promotion or support of indicated signaling pathways are initiated (red cross) and thus do not 

lead to activation. Minor, but additional trigger to endothelial cell functionality was assumed by released cellular components 

or viral proteins by apoptotic cells (hCMV-infected, or inner core cells). Non-infected apoptotic cells might also stimulate non-

infected cells in control samples (here not considered). Continuous exposure and subsequent unbalanced increase of endothelial 

features might lead to several vascular diseases (dashed box). Bold lettering highlights the differences between upper and lower 

mechanisms. (Created with BioRender.com). 
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5 Outlook 

In this study, a conditionally immortalized endothelial cell line (HuARLT) was used to investigate 

the influence of cellular features upon hCMV-infection. 

hCMV-infected HuARLT cells established lytic infection, in 2D and 3D culture conditions, that 

ends in the loss of cellular features, like proliferation or cell-cell connection. In a prolonged 

infection state, infected cells die and contribute to virus dissemination. In accordance, HuARLT 

cells might be used as a predictive model to enlarge drug testing and antiviral treatment against lytic 

hCMV-infection in vitro. 

Besides this, 3D culturing revealed a beneficial outcome of non-infected bystander cells regarding 

specific features, like sprouting. These advantages were not observed in conventional 2D culture. 

This supports the use of the advanced 3D cell system to study virus infections in a more complex 

in vitro setting. Moreover, other viruses, such as corona virus or influenza virus, that infecting the 

endothelium might be investigated in HuARLT cells in future as well [233]. 

A single cell transcriptome analysis was performed to analyze the cellular features of 3D co-cultured 

HuARLT cells in depth. In particular, the non-infected HuARLT cells showed the activation of 

endothelial cell specific markers and further improved pathways like vasculature development and 

angiogenesis. Moreover, the improved endothelial features were accompanied with an increased 

activation of type I interferon-stimulated genes (ISGs), which failed to be induced in IFN receptor 

knockout cells. By this, the assumption that a continuous exposure to a pro-inflammatory milieu 

could also negatively affect the cellular functions was confirmed as by the induction of specific 

disease gene sets in bystander cells. First unpublished observations further confirmed a pro-

thrombotic tendency in transplanted HuARLT cells upon hCMV-infection in in vivo experiments. 

By the similarities in in vitro and in vivo, the 3D model can be used to further reduce the number of 

animal experiments. 

For the future, the 3D model would provide the opportunity to be used as a platform for therapy 

approaches against hCMV-infection and beyond that for vascular disease treatment.  

Further, the role of type I IFN and its subsequently activated signaling has to be considered in 

context of diverse vascular disorders. In particular, in view of IFN therapy application an increased 

patient monitoring should be performed. This would probably involve checking risk factors like 

blood pressure or coagulation time or beyond that, more frequently conducted prevention measures 

like angioplasty. 

In addition, investigations about NF-κB and its potential role as a contributor to vascular 

dysregulation should be carried out for the future. Here, inhibition studies regarding NF-κB might 

expound the impact on characteristic features of the endothelium. 
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6 Supplementary figures 

Sup Table 1 Supplementary table shows specific genes characteristic for cluster 1 relating to ISGs. 

IFIT1 interferon induced protein with tetratricopeptide repeats 1 

MX1 MX dynamin like GTPase 1 

ISG15 Interferon stimulate gene 15 

IFI6 Interferon alpha inducible protein 6 

IFI27 Interferon alpha inducible protein 27 

OAS1 2’-5’-oligoadenylate synthetase 1 

IFIT3 interferon induced protein with tetratricopeptide repeats 3 

OASL 2’-5’-oligoadenylate synthetase like protein 

IFIT2 interferon induced protein with tetratricopeptide repeats 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Expression of endothelial cell markers were analyzed in (A) de novo infected HuARLT cells (‘virus.pos’, eBFPon) in 

d5/d8/d10_hCMV samples and non-infected control cell (’virus.neg’, eBFPon) in d5/d10_ctr samples over time and in (B) 

hCMV-infected (‘virus.pos’, eBFPon and eBFPoff) and non-infected (‘virus.neg’, eBFPon and eBFPoff) cells in day 10 

samples (d10_ctr, d10_hCMV). Color code depicted deviation from z-score that represented overall averaged expression value 

for each gene. Nature of genes is specified in the digital supplements to this thesis. 

A B 

Sup Figure 1 Expression of endothelial specific genes in infected HuARLT cells and non-infected control cells. 
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Expression of (A) ISGs and (B) endothelial cell specific markers were analyzed in newly infected cells (’virus.pos’, eBFPon) 

in d10_hCMV and d10_KO_hCMV samples and non-infected control cell populations (‘virus.neg’, eBFPon) in d10_ctr and 

d10_KO_ctr samples. Color code depicted deviation from z-score that represented overall averaged expression value for each 

gene. Nature of genes is specified in the digital supplements to this thesis. 

A B 

Expression level of ISGs were analyzed in bystander cells (‘virus.inter’, eBFPon, d10_hCMV and d10_KO_hCMV) and non-

infected control cells (‘virus.neg’, eBFPon, d10_ctr and d10_KO_ctr). Color code depicted deviation from z-score that 

represented overall averaged expression value for each gene. Nature of genes is specified in the digital supplements to this 

thesis. 

Sup Figure 2 Expression of ISGs and endothelial specific genes in de novo infected HuARLT cells and non-infected control 

cells at day 10. 

Sup Figure 3 Expression profile of ISGs in wildtype and knockout bystander cells. 
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MOI multiplicity of infection 

MRC-5 human lung fibroblast cell line 

ms milli seconds 

NES normalized enrichment score 

NF-kB nuclear factor 'kappa-light-chain-enhancer' of activated B-cells 

NHDF primary normal human dermal fibroblasts 

NRG2 neuroregulin 2 

Nrp2 neuropilin2 

nsECM non-supplemented huVEC mediumn 

OAS 2‘ 5‘-oligoadenylate synthetase 

OR14I1 olfactory receptor 

ORF open reading frame 

oriLyt origin of lytic replication 

PAMP pathogen-associated molecular pattern 

PBS phosphate-buffered saline 

PC pentamer(ic) complex 

PDGFRa platelet-derived growth factor receptor alpha 

Pen/Strep 

PI3K 

penicillin/streptomycin 

phosphoinositide 3-kinase 
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PKR protein kinase R 

pp phosphorylated protein 

RNA ribonucleic acid 

rpm rotation per minute 

rtTA reverse tetracycline transactivator 

SCP small capsid protein 

scRNA (seq) single cell RNA (sequencing) 

sECM supplemented huVEC medium 

sgRNA1 

STAT 

single guide RNA1 

signal transducers and activators of transcription 

STING stimulator of interferon genes 

TAg SV40 large T antigen 

TB40/E endotheliotropic hCMV strain 

TC trimer(ic) complex 

Tet tetracycline 

TetO tet operator 

TGFßRIII transforming growth factor beta receptor III 

THBD thrombomodulin 

TLR 

TNF-α 

toll like receptor 

tumor necrosis factor alpha 

TRS terminal repeat short 

U unit 

UL unique long region 

UMAP uniform manifold approximation and projection 

UMI unique molecular identifier 

US unique short region 

V volt 

vICA viral inhibitor of caspase-8-induced apoptosis 

vMIA viral mitochondria-localized inhibitor of apoptosis 

VSB virus stock buffer 

VSV-eGFP vesicular stomatitis virus expressing enhanced green fluorescence protein 

WT wildtype 

ZBP1 Z-DNA-binding protein 1 
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